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Wednesday, February 6. !~Vol. 64. No. 90 Southern Illinois University (ius says now that lhev ha\·e 
cloning. maybe the Board of 
Trustees will disband the 
Presidential Search ('ommittee 
DNA research job 
nllghthefilledsoon 
Earl Goodlmigbt UefU and BiD Jones. labonn 
fc.r the Physical Plant. team up to stay ahead of 
Ute snow ac:c:umulating on the steps of Morris 
Staff photo by Randy Klauk 
Library. Clwdy "Ides wi&lt some •- or rain 
are predicted for Wednesd•y. with temperatures 
in the •pper 281 te mid 30s. 
By Chuck Hempstead 
starr Writer 
A l'niversitv of Wisconsin :~t 
Madison professor is expected 
to accept the new position of 
drrector of recombinant 
research this week. although it 
will not be official for several 
wet'ks, Dean of the College of 
Science .,.;ormar. J. Doorenbos 
said. 
l>oorenbos said. "I am !Ill 
percent certain that he will 
accept.'' the position offered 
after thret' candidates were 
interviewed 011 campus late last 
semester. Dr.orenbos said that 
he is expecting a letter of ac-
ceptance this week but will be 
out of town until Feb. 17. An 
announcement will be made 
upon his return. 
Doorenbos said the prc.fessor 
from Wisconsin has five year~ 
of post-doctorate experience in 
recombinant work and will 
dir!'Ct all work in the nearly 
completed lab with P-3 
caJ>&bilities in the Life Science I 
building. P·3 is a designation 
refering to the degree of 
Bush aide reschedules candidate's visit 
By Jeffrey Slllytlt 
Staff Writer 
Glenn Alexander. deputy 
campaign chairman for 
Republican presidential can-
didate George Buh, claims 
front runner Ronald Reagan 
will suffer a serious setback in 
his campaign if he does not win 
this month's New Hampshire 
primary. 
Bush was scheduled to apJ)f'ar 
in Carbondale Feb. 20 but the 
date has been changed and 
tentati\·ely set for March 11 or 
12. 
Alexander spoke to a small 
group of reporters on the SIU·C 
campus Tuesday. He said 
Rt-agan's loss last month to 
Bush in the luwa caucus was a 
surprise to everyone but IMwed 
that Reagan's campaign is 
vulnerable. 
"H Reagan doesn't win in 
New Hampshire, it could be a 
critical setback for him. ·• 
Alexander said. "It wnn't l>e 
like in 1976 when he waited until 
he was on his own turf to gain 
support. He i!'; going to have to 
win early and consistently to 
stay close." 
U Bush wins New Hampshire 
he will prubably be consrdered 
the front runner. Alexander 
said. adding that support for 
Bush has increased 
significantly since Iowa. 
"You like to avoid being 
calleJ a front runner but. yes. 
fd say if Bush wins New 
·Hampshire he'd be it: People 
~ lik~ :=he" t!sc:r::.C:: 
of winning. Since Iowa. people 
have been coming out of the 
woodwork in support for Bush. 
"We have gained a lot of 
momentum and have come 
from way back in the pack. 
People hung back until after 
Iowa." 
Illinois, with its block of 102 
delegates, will be a key state for 
any candidate and Alexander 
said if Bush receives the 
nomination. Gov. James 
Thompson may be considered 
as a running mate. 
"Jim Thompson would make 
a good running mate. I assume 
that whoever gets the 
nomination .-IU consider !::':.P.-1 to be • I'WIIIiDg 
Alexander said tile Illinois 
primary oo March 18 is such a 
vital one for all of ~ can-
didates that even a second place 
finish here is important. but 
added that he doesn't know 
what to expect here because 
there are several primaries 
before it. 
Alexander said Bush can-
celled his Southern Jllinois 
appearence so he could par-
ticipate in a debate in New 
Hampshire. He said that debate 
was reschedulded to just days 
be:ure the Ulinois primary and 
that the schedule calls for an 
appearance in Carbondale. 
SIU athletes polled on Olympic boycott 
Bv Karf'n Gullo 
Staff Writ~r 
Because President Carter has 
requested the United States 
Olympic Commitee to bo)COtt 
the Summer Games in Moscow 
unless ~viet troops withdraw 
from Afghanistan. American 
athletes must face the possiblity 
of not comp<!tinl! in what many 
consider the most prestigous 
sports event in the world. 
A recent poll of present and 
former SIU athletes and 
coaches who have competed m 
the Olympics or have been 
training for the Games shows 
that although most agree the 
t: .S. should not condone Soviet 
acts of aggression in 
Afghanistan. they do not favor 
an Olympic boyc.,tt. 
All of the coaches and athletes 
who have already competed in 
the Games voiced concern for 
the younger athletes who have 
ht>t.>n trainmg for months in 
hopes of participating in the 
Olympics for the first time. 
rormer Sll' athlete George 
\\nods. who holds the world 
rndoor shotput ret·ord. will be 
eompeling in the Olympics for 
the third time. He said he un-
derstands both the athlete's 
side and the government's side 
of the situation. 
"I want to go to the Olympics 
again. it will be the third time 
for me," said the former All· 
American shotputter. "But I 
feel the Russians should be 
punished for what they've done. 
I really f~l sorry far the 
younger athl~tes who have 
never gone to the Olympics 
bf,fore. It's their turn to go, 
t~lE!y've worked so hard for so 
iong. Rut we can't condone what 
the R·JSSians have done in 
Afghanistan." 
Woods. who is employed at 
SIU-Edwardsville, said he 
favors moving the Olympics to 
a neutral site. 
"Politics would have no place 
at the Games if they were 
moved to a neutral site. It's a 
shame the Olympics are u:;ed as 
a political forum." he. said. 
"Politics was involved m all 
three Games I went to and it's 
getting worse and worse. At this 
moment. I'm still optimistic. I 
hope the Russians will with· 
draw from Afghanistan so the 
Games can be held without a 
boycott.'' 
Robert Roggy. former SIU 
athlete and National Collegiate 
Athletic Association javelin 
champion, said he is against a 
boycott because the govern-
ment shouldn't ask the U.S. 
team to boycott the Olympics 
when it doem't susidize the 
team. 
"I don't know if I'll ever gt> to 
thP Olympics again." Roggy 
said in a phone interview from 
l'liorthridge, Cal. where he is in 
training. "We have been trying 
to get the government to sub-
sidi:.t"! the teart~, but they have 
refused so far. And now they 
ask us to boycott the Olympics 
for their political reasons. We 
will have to go along with what 
they say. but I feel sorry for the 
younger athletes because a 
boycott will hurt them the 
most." 
Holfi~Y said the International 
Olympic Committee should ~ot 
have chosen Moscow as a stte 
for the Summer Games in the 
first place because it's rules 
state that a country that 
discriminates against race and 
religion cannot host the 
Olympics. 
"I don't think a boycott will 
bother the Russians," Roggy 
said. ''There'd be a better 
chance if other countries 
supported a boycott. I would 
still compete in the Games even 
if the Sovielc; still occupied 
Afghanistan. ·• 
Swimmer Roge,· VonJuuanne, 
18. is training ior his first 
Olympic competiti.,n. He said 
politics should not be involved 
in sports. 
"It's an honor to make it to 
the Olympics and I'll be very 
disappointed if the U.S. boycotts 
them," said VonJouanne. a 
sophomore in engineering. 
"Politics have nothing to do 
~ith sports. You don't feel 
harsh against your ~pponents 
because everyone has been 
working toward the same thing. 
I don't look at the Russian 
athletes as enemies, but as 
swimmuers." 
VonJouanne said placing high 
in an alternative sports event 
won't m"lan too much if t~e 
Hussians are not competin~ 
4{'ontinurd on Pag~ ZOI 
physical containment required 
1n certain experiments 
Doorenbos said probably 2!i0 to 
300 umversities have P-3 
capability. Most of the work will 
be in the ar~a of plants. rather 
than ar:imals. Doorenbos said. 
Jack ~1. Parker. an assistant 
proft-ssor of microbiology and 
member of the search {'Om· 
millet' for the new director. said 
approximately $60.000 was 
spent to refit an existing lab In 
conform with P-3 requirements. 
New equipment for the lab 
includes; a "bio-guard hood" to 
control contamination. an 
HEPA filter. three centrifuges 
capable of various speeds. 
ultra-violet lights. special wall 
paint and a capacity to create 
negative pressure through the 
use of a fan system. 
In addition to the department 
of microbiology, Parker said 
the lab will be used by the 
departments of plant and soil 
science. plant physiology, and 
biochemistry. 
Recombinant research i11. 
volves the "splicing" of genes. 
Davies Gym 
a step closer 
to restomtion 
The Illinois Board of Higher 
Education unanimously passed 
a 61-item list of capital 
deYelopment projects for state 
universities Tuesday, moving 
the Davies Gym renovation 
project a step closer to 
necessary financial backing 
from the state. 
The $3.34 million renovation 
plan is No. 15 on the priority list, 
and as a result of the meeting, 
Bob Saal. acting as the student 
IBHE meml:ler, said he "got the 
feeiing that the first 16 projects 
on the list would definitely go 
through." 
At the meeting, held at the 
Radisson P.otel in downtown 
Chicago, the board pcssed the 
capital project budget to Gov. 
James R. Thompon. Although 
the governor may cut some of 
the projects from the list before 
sending it to the General 
Assembly, Saal said IBHE 
members were confident that at 
least the top 16 projects would 
make it th-:ough Thompson's 
office and the legislature. 
Thompson, who delivered a 20 
minute speech at the meeting, 
told the IBHE that he would 
push the legislature for an 8 
percent incrt''ISe in faculty and 
staff salaries. although he did 
t1ot mention the proposed 1 
perc-·nt increase in fringe 
benefits. according to Saal. 
The governor also said the 
funding of faculty pensions by 
matching an institutions con-
tributions with state funds was 
high on his priority list for 1'i81. 
Saal,who is also the SIU-C 
student trustee. said. 
Thompson also told the IBHE. 
which i~o the state's advisory 
ce:nd on higher education. he 
·would recommend an $85 
million increase in the 1!181 
higher education budget to the 
legislature. 
Police· contract still unsettled Six Iranian pipelines 
danlaged by explosio11.s Rv l.eaue Waxman 
Staff Writer 
With the union's "back 
against a wall," carbondale 
Police Officer's Association 
President Joe Coughlin said 
Tuesday he didn't know wha< 
the next step would be in 
nt>gotiating a new contract for 
the 3:5 Carbondale police of· 
f1cers. 
De!;pite a i::-rmal protest by 
Coughlin, the Carbondale City 
Council Monday nizht ~dopted 
.t-udget ceilings on gent!ral funds 
for the fiscal year beg;n::iilg 
Mav 1. 
c"oughlin had charged that the 
budget ceilings would hamper 
the police in their contract 
negotiations with the city. 
"Histoncallv. the citv has 
repeatedly usl-d the argUment 
of restrictive buc''Jet ceilings to 
deny the association proposals. 
This ~·ear's early start in 
November only caused the city 
to stall a little longer so they 
could hide under budget 
ceilings," Coughlin said in his 
presentation to the council. 
Carbondale City Manager 
Carroll Fry responded that it 
"is not the purpose" of the 
council to involve itself in 
management-labor negotia-
tions. 
Fry said he "saw no 
relevanc,~" between the budget 
ceiling~ and the negotiations 
since th~ ceilings represent the 
total amount of money the city 
has to work \\-ith rather t.han 
ckpartmental ceilings. 
The ceilings indicate that 
$15.1 million is available for 
expenditures and \\-ill be used to 
make up the 19110-al budget that 
wiU go into effect May l. 
About 13 city police officers. 
some of them accompanied by 
their 1.1.ives and children. were 
present at the meeting. 
In response to Coughlin's 
protest, Fry said that "any 
change in ceilings would involve 
the levying of a property tax 
which most of you don't pay." 
f'ischer told Coughlin that if 
he had grievances about the 
way the negotiations were 
going. there are administrative 
channels. and "coming to the 
couPcil is not one of them." 
Coughlin said the union was 
appealing to the City Council 
was bt-cause "talking it out'' 
with the city's negotiating team 
didn't work. 
The current two-year con-
tract, which was plagued with 
negotiation difficulties after the 
CPOA fought for federal ar-
bitra!ion but \\-.!lS turned down 
by Jackson County Circuit 
Court Judge Richard Richman, 
1.1.ill expire April 30 
"TooPf"JSE' a budget ceilin~ is 
unwarranted interference w1th 
the: overall -management of the 
city." Fry said in a telephone 
interview Tuesday. 
>\ccording to Coughlin, tile 
ceilings are relevant because 
they are used by the city's 
negotiating team to mc:!!innl11te 
nt>gotiatioos. • 
City and union negotiating 
representatives will meet for 
the seventh time Thursdav. The 
union presented what Coughlin 
called a "modest'' list of 
proposals to heaj city 
negotiator Scott Ratter at the 
fii'St meeting. 
"During that meeting and the 
meetings to follow. the ad-
ministration took a po.<.tur~ qf 
indifference to our proposaLc; 
and embarked upon an obvious 
course of avoiding any 
discussion of money until a!tt•r 
the budget ceilings are set. Is il 
merely coincidPnce that Mr. 
Ratter says he can ialk money 
the next time we meet?." 
Coughlin said in his presen· 
tatJon. 
By The Assorblted PrH!I 
Explosions slightly damaged 
six oi1 pipelines in southwester, 
lrap's oil-rich Khuze!'tc 
province. Tf'hran Radw 
reported Tuesday. It was the 
eighth such incident in tho· past 
few days. 
The radio also reported three 
Iraqis were arrested Sunday on 
charges of subversive acts in 
the region. It said the Iraqis 
earned 10.000 rounds of am· 
munition, and had more in a 
'lidden cache. 
A day after formally 
assuming Iran's presidency, 
Abolhassan Bani Sadr was 
appointed chairman of Iran's 
ruling Revolutionary Council. 
the radio said in a broadcast 
monitored in London. 
It said his selection was 
subject to approval from 
Iranian leader Ayatollah 
Ruhollah Khomeini, who on 
Monday officiated at the 
pr-:idf>ntial ceremony and gave 
Bani Sadr his approval. Bani 
Sadr's appointment as head of 
the council appeared to be a 
further sign that he was con-
solidating his leadership 
position. 
Bani Sadr's selection as 
Council chairman was an· 
r~~~~ Wab~&f.n~·1h~po~ra~~~ 
appointment was proposed at 
the council's latest meetmg. 
In other developments: 
-A delegation of 50 
Americans was to leave for iran 
to meet with the ls:amic 
militants who have been !tolding 
approximately 50 other 
Americans hostage at the l.i .S 
Embassy in Tehran. Tuesday 
was their 94th day in captivity. 
-Oil Minister Ali Akbar 
Moinfar announced a delegation 
of Iranians would go to Moscow 
in the near future to review 
agreements on oil exports to the 
Soviet Union, the radio said. It 
quoted Moinfar as saying the 
delegation would hold 
preliminary talks to prepare a 
meeting between Iranian and 
Soviet officials but did not sav 
when they would be held. · 
. -Bani Sadr pledged never to 
give in to fo~ as a means of 
resolving d!Herences between 
tht> (~;.ual government and the 
autonomy-!leeking Kurdish 
minority in northwestern Iran. 
Sno"lv emergency declared again ~~ (UPS 169·220) Published daily in the Jouma;ism Jacbon and surrounding count~s. 
and Egyptian Laboratory, e".-cept $27.50 per year or Sl4 for six mooths 
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Motorists were once again 
ordered not to park on the city's 
44 emr.rg<'llcy snow routes, 
effective at 6 p.m. 1'ue.<lday, 
after a snow emergency was 
declared in Carbondale. 
City Manager Carroll Fry 
ordered the snow emergency 
after 3 inches of snow fell on the 
city Tuesday morning. said 
Randy Jackson, emergency 
servict'S coordinator. The snow 
emf'rgency was ordered to 
aiiow the snow removal crews 
to clear the more heavily used 
streets in the city. 
Jackson said all vehicles 
parked on snow rout~ after 6 
p.m. Tuesday will be towed. 
Towed cars are taken to 
Karsten Auto Recycling Corp. 
on New Era Road. 
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Tenants, homeowners and 
businesses in Carbohdale will 
have until 8 a.m. Thursday to 
shovel a path on sidewalks 
· abutting their property, said 
John Yow, code enforcement 
director for the city. 
Yow said 116 tickets were 
issued Friday and Monday !or 
violation ol the snow shovelmg 
ordinance. 
-
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H _._a &r.ris~.N~·~Itr~J;"pQ;werup.~~~~·! u~!; · StateGJ>GJWatioiir/1 
R,~o· Kart-n (;uno . vear moratorium nn nude<tr ··homt> rult>" power concerning _;~.~.;_·!:"'_, ~;.,j--lii~ill· .,;' i.....-----------------Staff \\'ritt-r j>ower plant productien. f:x- nuclear plants. 
State Rep. William Harris. D- tensive lobbying by Com- Harris called for increased 
Marion. said that halting the monwealth f:dison helped coal production to rep!ace R 
1
_ -·/ 
1
_ "-'- • / 
production of more nuclear defeat the bill. Hc1rris said, but nuclear energ) in Illinois. Put' llltlU'Ii/4 (Jtl .~JI'WI.'I l{flill .'llrPJUTt 1 power plants in Illinois mt>ans he is committed to introducing "There is a 300 to 400 y-ear ..,._. 
placing a moratorium on plans another moratorium proposal. supply of coal within a 40-mile ~~~ ::se;·of':::!i. and increasing Currently. eight nuclear radius of Carbondale that we 
Harris. who participated in IU~~fs P~~dls se~~~ •:::~ a~~ could be using," Harris said. 
the Congressional Rt>view on being planned. Harris said that "!hf'rell ~re comedplabin~,_:boutl 
Nuclt>ar Facilities last vear 1 ho h a1r po uhon caus y u.., coa ld be • . a t ugh e is opposed to any industry_ No one ever died from to mem rs of the Appletree new plants being built, he sulphur dio11de emission. but Alliance Monday night that doesn't think the existing plants nuclear fallout can kill people." 
incidents such as those at Three should be shut down because 
Mile Island prove that the or.e-third of Illinois' power Harris cJa;med coal 
production of nuclear energy is supply comes from nuclear production is cheaper and safer 
unsafe. energy. A shutdown in existing than nuclearpower.lt costs less 
By The Associated Press 
Anti-communist rebeis. showing better organization and 
equipped with heavy weapons, have launched new attacks against 
Soviet troops in northeast Afghanistru.·;; remote Badakhshan 
province, inflicti11P casualties on the Sovlcl units there, Western 
diplomatic source in India repartee:! Tuesday. 
The Soviet news agency Tass confirmed an upsurge in attacks 
since last weekend in Badakhshan and two other eastern provin-
ces, Nangarhar and Paktia, but its report did not mention Soviet 
troops, saying instead that Afghan soldieTS were "liquidating" the 
"bandit gangs." 
The Tass report also descnbed the enemy as "well-armed." 
"I think the constituents of plants could put entire cities in to buy a scrubber' an apparatus 
the Southern Illinois area are the dark, he said. ~f!!'; ~:kt.!r:=:.:. f~:r! (;;l~ilf.tt~ ~'1/ators tWwllss FBI prolw 
sick of hearing about plans for When asked if he thought the mo~ nuclear power plants," residents of a local community to ild a nuclear power plant, WASHINGTO!'Il tAP I - Attorney Gener-": Benjamin Civiletti 
Hams told the group. "History should have a voice in the he said. scheduled a meeting wi:O": <:ongressional leaders on Capitol Hill late 
has proven that nuclear ac- planning of nuclear power Surplus grain that is not being Tuesday, to discuss the FBi': political corruption investigation in 
cidents can kill people." plants near their towns, Hams exported because of the Russian which eight members of Congress have been implicated. 
Harris sponsort'CI a bill last said it would take a publi~ grain embargo should be used to The meeting at the Capitol was not on Civiletti's original 
session that callea fqr a five- enactment to give residents produce gasohol Harris said. schedule for the day and he was forced to postpone another 
Actio11 on loan pro{Zram for hollSing 
JJOstponed ·by cit .. 'r; bilL., remain open 
Ry l\fary Harmon 
Staff Writer 
The market for aspiring 
homeowners may be tight these 
days, but the city remains wide-
open in its search for an un-
derwriter for its proposed bond 
program that would help ease 
housing costs for low-income 
famllif'S. 
The City Council decided 
Monday night to accept bids 
from other firms ft.r the un-
derwriting of "The Carbondale 
Plan" after Jistenit:g to 
presentations from two firms 
interested in the position. 
Representatives from the 
Stem Brothers and the Chicago 
Corporation presented to 
council members what each 
could do for the citv as bond 
underwriters for the plan. The 
council decided, however, ~o 
wait two weeks for other sub-
mittals and make a final choice 
at its March 3 meetin~. 
City !'.hnager Carroll Fry 
urged the council "to proceed 
deliberately and to select the 
firm that will do the best job for 
the city." 
Council members said they 
needed "a greater feel for the 
legisl~tion that is pending in 
Congress," and agreed to set a 
Feb. 25 deadline on additional 
submittals. 
Ike Sterns and Jerry Kintzel, 
representing Stern Brothers, 
suggested that the council 
"move as quickly as possible in 
its selection of a firm. 
"There is a lot of work to be 
done in a mortgage bond issue. 
You need to move now and get 
the work out of the way and 
finished. in the event that 
Carbondale can pre>C'eed," said 
Kintzel, senior vice pres\dent of 
the firm. 
meeting which had been delayed beyond its original starting point. 
On his way to the Capitol, Civiletti told reporters that he had 
initiated the meeting. 
"I asked the speaker (Thomas P. O'Neill> if he would be in-
terested in havilU! a brie: meeti112 with me and Phil Hevmann 
:about the process in this case," Civiletti said. Heymann 1s. 
asststc.ilt attorney general in charge of the deparbnent"s criminal 
division. 
RPfHJrtPr .firuls tUYv>tt.4f f>fiH)· "' l11rPP l~lile 
HARRISBURG, Pa. <,\PI -A reporter who got himself hired ;;s 
a guard at the Three M;!~ :sland nuclear plant later gained entry 
through an unlocked door to the sensitive control room. his 
newspaper reported Tuesday in an article the plant's operators 
tried to suppress. 
The Guide, a muckraking Harrisburg area weekly, printed 
copyright stories about the exploits of cub reporter Robert Kapler 
following a court baitie in which M"tropolitan Edison Co. tried to 
tltx:k publication. 
"TMI: it's a Paradise Islam for the saboteur" said one 
headline. "I waltz into unlocked control room of Unit 2." !>iii::! 
another. 
Kapler said he was hired as an unarmed watchman, a iow-level 
guard who is not supposed to have access to the control room. 
Armed guards, who have a higher security clearance, do have such 
access. 
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:'SIU-Gpresidential hopefuls need not rush 
Mclc Sortal 
Editorial PaRe Editor 
At least 40 of those nominated for 
SIU-C president have the right per-
spective on the position. 
They haven't returned their ap-
plications yet. 
After aU. it's not like til.-.- i"t! applying 
for anything important. The chance to 
be president of a university isn't the 
best job in the world. you knew. 
t:SPECIALLY AT SIU·C. wher~ all 
-·retrying to do is find a replacement 
for Warren Brandt. 
The SIU-C Presidential Search 
Qxnmittee had set a Feb. 1 dt>adline for 
accepting applications. but .since more 
than. 46 "nominees" have not officially 
applied. they wili be given more time to 
return their applir ..... rions. 
But those 40-plus presidential 
possibilities di<:h! 't put their own hats in 
the ri~ - somebody else did it for 
them. That shows how interested the 
'"nominees" were to ~in with. 
"WIEUCOULD THE. PaaSIDlH'T R! 
"'I'VE LOO«<D ai.MIMO T. ftCJNG 
CAeiNlTS, 1M THa. SEC1li.TAIUAL 
PoOL, MID AT LIIMISON MMJ. ••• " 
The UniversJty needs someone who 
hlls an interest in being president. 
someone who's a little bit "hungry." 
someone who cares enough to make 
sure to apply on time. Any prospe<:'t w~.o 
has to resort to playtng "hard tG @PI" IJr 
some other employment game rna~· ~* 
a smooth operator. but is not the kind of 
president SlU-r net"ds right now. 
about after the selections of the 
chancellor, vice chancellor, govern-
mental relations officer, etc .. the last 
thing SIU ~ to do is further tarnish 
its image when it comes topers -nnel 
selection. 
should be enough. Heck, we only need 
one guy. 
IF WE WERE LOOKI!'IIG for 
something important like a coach. 
there would be reason for sacrificing a 
little time for quality. But Acting 
the second time he's been called on to 
do the job. 1 He took over on June 30. 
when Brandt left the University.> 
A~D FOR THE Presidential Search 
C'.ommittee to ?ccept late applicatioos 
- for whatever reason - is clearly 
unfairtothosewhohad applied on time. 
After the ruckuses that have come 
There were 66 "finn .. applicants as of 
:'dondav, according to the chair of the 
Presiaential Search Committee. That 
~ident ~am Lesar must be getting 
tired of havang to be prestdent. This is 
Lesar deserves to have the pressure 
of being president off his shoulders and 
to be able to take it easy fora while. 
And his replacement should be 
someone who really wants the job. 
~tteiS 
late Amtrak t..'"Ung of the past? 
It seems that the major 
complaint in regard!. to Car-
bondale-Chicago Amtrak 
service is that the train almost 
always arrives late. Well. 
complain no more. for the late 
Amtrak may soon become a 
thing of the past. Amtrak is now 
taking iegal action against 
those railrv?.d.s which con-
st:mtly 9perate Amtrak trains 
~~o;tll poor on-time performance. 
For example. the li.S. 
Oepc;trtment of Justice. on 
beha!f of 1\mtrak. is suing t.lJe 
Southern Pacific Railroad. fhat 
chargi! is that thP SP violated 
fed-.!1'31 law by giving freight 
tnins speed priority over 
A·ntrak rJBSSenfer trains. 
The fllioois Cential Gulf 
Ril•lr<-..ad. which handles Am-
trak's trains between Chicago 
and Carbondale. may find itst:-lf 
in the ~rtroom along with the 
Southern Pacific. In fiscal 1979 
the ICG maintained one of 
Amtrak's poorest schedules 
with trains arriving nn ttme 
·only 47.8 oercent ~f the time. 
Rail passenger service in the 
e.s. must be maintained and 
grea:!y irnpn;ved For not only 
ts the passenger train Uw safest 
and least polluting ft-rm of 
inter-eitv mas:. t.-:.onsit. hut it's 
also the- most fuel eiTici~l. -
Dan Uscian, Graduate S4!1deat. 
l'nclassiiied 
DE record reviews 
right on klrget 
Congratulations on last 
Fridav's record reviews. I hope 
the rest of the semester·~ 
reviews are as well chosen, 
written and critiqued as this 
last batch. With so many 
dvnamite new bands and 
aibums coming around. I hope 
vou continue to set your readers 
ln the right direction. 
Concerning "The Bt>al." you 
ar~n·t ktdding ab<rut it being a 
fme album. and hPre :lt WTAO 
we are playing the ~-hole 
album, as well as tre smgle 
which vou credited us with. Our 
thanks. and I hope that this 
weeK s revtews are JUst as 
interesting. - Tim Cawley, 
WT.-\0 
Pa ·ily £cyptsaa. Febru3ry 6. 1!1111) 
Consider babies ' rights 
not just mothen ' 
I'd like to respond to the 
articl~ on Jan Susler and her 
opinions that yoo ran Friday. In 
particular I'd like to address 
myself to the remark by Ms. 
Susler: ··we don't debate when 
life beings." How academic of 
her! Does she know what she's 
saying? i>oesn't she know that 
this is the point on which those 
of us who abhor abortion take 
issue? 
I'm for all the privacy that 
1\ls. Susll:lr o!ld hcr friends can 
get. but voc're in a different 
ballpark here. She may not 
debate when human life begins, 
but many of us do; it's not her 
rights that people who are 
against abortion are upset 
about, but the rights or those 
little people whose lives she 
doesn't care to debate about. 
Ms. Susler. address yourself 
to the problem! What we are 
talking about is not the con-
stitutional rights of women to 
privacy, but the constitutional 
rights of these babies to life. -
T.:\. flark. Senior, Aviation 
by Garry Trudeau 
Registration will damage credibility 
The only reason we may need 
draft registration is in case we 
need to reinstate the draft. The 
only reason we would need the 
draft would be if war was soon 
to occur. However. : 
declaration of war is very 
unlikely so we have no real need 
for ~'itration. 
A declaration of war 1-«omes 
more likely if we take military 
action-such as reviving draft 
registration-that would not 
only sever many of our vital 
internatior.al relationships with 
third-world nations. but would 
also destroy our reputation in 
the world as a conscientious 
peace-keeper-· a reputation 
that is finallv recovering after 
being labeled as an imperialist 
super power by :he Soviet li nion 
throughout the last two 
decades. 
Reviving registration for the 
draft will damage our 
credibility and will con-
sequentlv foster instability ir. 
the third-world. In as much as 
the So\·iet Union has used in· 
stability as a justification for 
their past and present military 
interventions. the rein· 
statement of registration may 
gem~r:~te increased Soviet 
aggression. 
Because the possibility of a 
declaration of war is very un-
convincing and reviving 
registration may negate all 
positive and peaceful steps 
whicb have been taken so far. 
we have no more need for draft 
registration now than we have 
had in the recent past. 
espedally when we consider the 
expensive lessons which were 
learned from the Vietnam 
conflict. 
The principle argument used 
to justify the reinstatement of 
draft registrabun is that the 
military must· know where the 
"qualified" or .. eligible'· 
persons between ages 18 and 26 
are located so that if war 
becomes immintnt, the 
military coould quickly im...,se 
a draft in order to more ef· 
f..ently aggregate. them for 
training and potential combat 
du~:!;e .. ·er. if this is truely their 
reasoning for reinstating dr~Il 
revistration. then an altef'!latJVe 
method is convemently 
available. Since 1980 is a census 
year, efforts can be made . to 
carefully calculate the locatt~n 
of all"elibile" draftees. Th~ 
rer.sus can serve the purpose of 
informing military inteUige~ce 
officials where their potential 
resources of manpower are 
located. Thus the census could 
be used to avoid the predictable 
problems of unnecessary 
registration which. as Rt-p. 
John B. Anderson, R-Jil., has 
pointed oot. would .. only ad· 
vance by about 15 days the time 
by which 18-y~ar-{)lds would be 
inducted into the armed ser· 
vices." 
Because the 1980 census can 
serve the intended purpose or 
registration, we must oppose 
reinstatement of registrat;on. 
The sucessful reinstatement of 
registration will only justify the 
complete reinstatement ol !hP 
draft in the near future. 
It is clearly foreseeable that 
unnecessary revival of 
registration with little ?P· 
po!ittion will act as a .. steppu~g 
stone'' to bring back the draft m 
order to bail oot the neglected 
volunteer Armv. 
Draft registiation may be ~ 
dangerous mistake. However: 1f 
mv President feels tn~ 
neeessity for registrathn and 
ultimately the draft, ~ will not 
hesitat~ to serve my country. -
Edward T. Cellins, •~..,._ore, 
Politic~l Sc:wace 
j 
'Arneclcan·!GigollJl:exatnines life 
of tttale prostitttte in Los Attgeles 
,.. 
Arnold's Market: I ~· , 
Cottage Cheese 24oz. 
Bacon ... 99t/lb. 
$1.2.5/lb. 
R~· ('raig Dl'\'ri~ze 
Starr Writl'r 
Paui &·hrader·s "Am~rican 
Gigolo" is to celluloid what the 
Eagles' "Hotel f:ahfornia" was 
to vinvl. It's a look at the 
glamour of :..os Angeles from 
the i.iiJll:>rside. And in the end. 
t~ message is the same: "you 
can check out any time you like. 
but vou can never leave." 
ThE' film is one hour's worth of 
a fairly interesting d~tective 
story wrapped-up ;n an over-
dont> descrintion of !ife in the 
fast lane. Tht> characters are a 
pack of varied stereotypes 
straight off of Rodeo Drive. 
More than ~hat it's the story of 
the opportunis~ who ::apitalize 
on those people and pay a price 
when they get in too det>p. It's a 
harsh. unsympathetic tale of a 
lifestvle in which vou are what 
you own and seY ·is a weapon. 
Blue Bell Bologna 
Mo~Frl 7 a.m.-10 p.m. Sat and Sun I a.m.-11 p.m. 
"'Located just 1 'h miles south of campus on Rt. 51....,. 
~--------------------------, 
HornE" of I ~\.h r otu 
onf,.. ~ l5 I ]oz 
...... 
Mon Soot I I am ~Opm 
5vn ,.pm lOp"' 
717 S IIJ,n0,~ 
n('a • to Un,...,er\.'''P Cleon(!r') 
549-5032 
* LUNCHEON SPECIAL* 
1 ~mnll Pork or Chock en f roed R•ce ond 
1 Egg Roll reg ~only$ 1.99 
.......... ffi.. 2/6-2/1 
~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~=~~~=------~ 
There is actuallv a lot of 
substance to ;,American 
Gigolo ... But it's hard to get to. 
Aside from thestomach·turning 
chicness. the film also m.'lnages 
to turn sex into a dirty word; 
which is not to say that ~ ithin 
•.he context of this film sex isn't. 
Still, that doesn't make it any 
less offensive. 
Richard Gere plays a male prostitu~ in Paul Schrad~r·s 
"American Gigolo"-a prostitu~ who justifies his craft by saying 
he dOPSn't feel guilty about giving pleasure to women. Lauren 
Hutton co-stan as Gere's girlfriend. PRESENTS 
Richard Gere stars as the 
American gigolo, a male 
~~~N::!~ ~e~:~0a~~J:t!~!:! 
bachelor pad, a. sleak ~1ercedes 
Benz and an imm~nse. stylish 
wardrobe. He eats cocaine for 
breakfast and orders Perrier in 
bars. r.terv Griffin's perfect 
consumer. 
Life's been treating Gere 
pretty good. Thars the im-
pression we get from the film's 
opening moments. He has 
plenty of 50-year-old tricks to 
::~t:C! .~.=%o"~!:ta: 
finds him cruising the posh 
motels looking for rich, lonely 
foreigners to fulfill. This keeps 
him rich as well as busy. 
Bu1 it all changes whe11 he 
runs into a paying customer 
who is kind of into kink. It 
seems the gentleman wants til 
watch while our gigolo en-
tertains his wife. Gere doesn't 
mind that. Things take a bit of a 
turn, however, when the gen-
tleman orders him Itt "~at the 
hell out of that -." The gigolo is 
a bit perturbed, but when .iuty 
calls . . . A few days later, ~he 
lady turns up violated and dead. 
T~ detective story begins. 
The story gets a bit muddy for 
a while, but we finally discover 
that Gere is the innocent victim 
of a frame. Now we need to iind 
out by whom. Herein lies the 
film's finest moments and 
Gere's best bit of acting. 
Lauren Hutton plays Gere's 
love interest, Mrs. Senator 
Stratton. Between them t1rere 
are some interesting exchanges 
and Schrader takes this op-
portunity to do a li.ttle 
moralizing. Our gigolo fmds 
Crlstaudo's Crlstaudo's 
Bakery & Fhght 
Dell ~- -. Restaurant 
U7-43U A'" Jft-8122 Murdale Shopplnv Cntr. , '- Scwthern Ill. Airport 
OPEN MON-SAT ~ OP.EN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
~-~ ORDER NOW .~ , ~~ FEATURING 
FOR ~'CRISTI\UOOS~ SUNDAY 
VALENTINE'S --r:=..-."7 ---c::,.;:~:r BRUNCH 
DAY 10:30 am-2:00pm 
CATERING AVAILABLE IN YOUR HOME 
OR A TOUR PRIVATE FACILITY 
that the happiness he has been 
striving for 311 along could be 
realized simply by finding 
someone he could really love. 
"Speakout Carbondale .. 
The constant twists of a 
eomplicated plot aren't what 
hurt thi.<~ film. It bogs down 
when sex comes into play 
Though there's very Httle 
nudity, the film takes on a 
p.Jrnographic tone. Scenes like 
one in which Gere talks dirty 
over the phone to ~>ne of his 
geriatric clients while Hutton 
lies sleeping beside him are 
bothersome. 
Tonight and every WPrlnesdoy 
at 6:30 p.m. on Cable Channel 7 
HOST DAVE WOLOSHIN 
INTERVIEWS SPECIAL 
GUEST JOE GOnFRIED. 
And when he justifies his line 
of work saying it is "giving 
pleasure to wnmen. Am I 
supposed to feel guilty about 
that?'' Well, uh, it seems lib 
there should be m<'A"e to it U~o&n 
ttult. But he dr&ves a nice 
Mei'Cedo5, anyway. 
SIU MiN'S BASKETBALL 
COACH. 
It's not just while he's 
tC'ontiaurdon Page I) Phone in questions or comments at 529.2002 
After 17 years as a chemist with the G~t:' ~or­
poration. Joe Smith has found a new "formula. _m l!fe. 
He has found that the ~ey t~ p~rsonal sattsta~t10n 
comes from a living rdattonsh1p w1th Jesus Chnst. 
In earl 1978, Joe was "promoted" into full-tin:-e 
ministry. rrow, he is an author, ~ea~her and e':ang~hst 
for Jesus Christ. Cod also u~es h_1m m I!TOJ?~ehc IJ!ID-
istry, offering wisdom and d1rect10n to md1v1dual hve_s. 
Joe also serve~ as Dean of the Maranatha leadershiP 
n 
DAVIDEUAN 
umw;::;:~•• 
Even trying out ftx 
the 1976 Olympic 
Wresfing Team 
didn t fill up the 
emptiness I felt in-
• \ ~:!/:::;::, 
den 't have to 
prove myseff any-
more' 
Training School! an. international conference attend'!J '!lll•wa. 
primanly by umvers1ty-age adults. _ 
ALL ~ll'ai AT ll£.._ 
MARANATHA CHRISTIAN CENlER 
TH.JRSDAY FEERJARV7THROUGH 715 SXJTH UNIVERSITY 
WEDNESDAY,FEBRUARV13 7:00PMNtGtrTLV CALL 529-3711 AUDSJ!IDAVKRNING, ~UARV 10 AT 11:00 AM 
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c~~ndale goldsmith 
f _.; ; I : · _ ~ 
to talk on jewelry design 
(ioldsmith Allan Stuck will 
discuss designing gold and 
silver je~~ry <os well as in-
vesting in the precious metals 
market at 3 p.m. Wednesdav in 
the Ohio Room of the Student 
Center. 
The lecture is part of the 
Jo'orum 30 Plus series and is 
sponsored by the Student 
Programming Council's Lec-
tures Co'llmittee. 
The lecture is titled ''Precious 
Stones and Fine Jewelrv" and 
will include pictures and' actual 
examples of Stuck's own 
creations. Admission is free. 
Stuck. owner of Allan Stuck 
Studio on 213 S. Illinois Ave., 
came to Carbondale 19 years 
ajlo to study medicine. After 
altending a sculpting lecture, 
he decided to study the craft. He 
began designing wire jewelry 
and progressed to gold rings 
and chains. 
"There are very few actual 
goldsmiths left," Stuck said 
"l\ly two assistant>~ and I ac-
tually work with gold bricks and 
ff)rm them into workable 
~hapes." 
Stuck will also discus~: his 
experiences with gold and silver 
investments and the soaring 
prire of gold during the past 
month. 
Ps&rchic U'orks to help police 
t('oatin!!N from Pag• :!Ol 
after being hit by lightning 19 
years ago. She said th.1t seeing 
th!ngs takes a lot out. of her 
because of the inte.1se con-
centration it require-;. 
"I just feel in-tune with im-
:-oressions of ::aings ... she said. 
"h «rar!:-d me at first. It reallv 
scared me. I didn't understand 
it .. But now I do. En•ry livmg 
thmg-everything--has the 
ability. It's lit"! th.al ~vplr 
aren't rrctl'licing because 
tht>y't t' too caught up in the 
material world ... 
Harnsburg Sheriff Leon Stull 
said. "It'd make your t:air kind 
of stand up on your arm or the 
~ck of your neck a little, the 
thangs they'd tell you," he said. 
"They'd give us an object or 
area that might fit, and we'd 
find something." 
"I believe in life and com-
munication with the spirit 
world." she said. "We each 
have a guardian angel. And I 
love mine.•· 
When asked why guardian 
:>n!lels don't help people more. 
AlexauJcr !Oaid "thty just sit 
there until vou t:ttll tl;;:n~. Yuu 
have w ask "them and then they 
wall·· 
Toda~· i ... dt>adline for DE album poll 
Wednesday ts the last dav for 
inten•sted music fans to submit 
lists m the Daily Jo:gyptian·s 
readl'rs poll of the most 
stgmhcant album~ of the 19iOs. 
. To enter. compile a list of the 
five albums you feel contributed 
the most signilicantlv to 1970s 
music. either through musical 
innovation or lyrical brilliance. 
Type or print your lists and 
submat them at the Dailv 
Egyptian newsroom, Room 
1247. Communications Building. 
Filrn looks at f!igolo 's lifestyle 
l('onlinuN from Pag• 51 
working either. A love scene 
between him and HuUon em-
ploys every tilm cliche 
imaginabie. A lot of drarr.atic 
piano and suddenly thev·:·e in 
Jon'. Hmmm. · 
Cinematically. there are 
more than a few bugs in the 
(VRRim 001 
2:H PM SM)W Sl.H 
SHOWS DAILY 2:H7:Ht:U 
.............. 
~=d~\ 
THEROSE-
2,..-SMOW ... ,. ~ 
.... SHOW$ DAIL 't :,11 .,., t:1J ~ 
(/AlUKI 001 
!~~ 
J:te- SHOW Sl.st 
WIIKDA 'tS J:te 1:11Cl t:tl 
•••••••••••• R0BERTREDFO~RD : .JANE FONDA ~ ' 
THE-
ELECTRIC~ HORSEMAN·.·.· 
...... ;~;:.' '1 ;,~ . -. 
S:lt PM SHOW 11.51 
..... WlfkDAYSJ:It7:1St:3t ~ 
film :knrader keeps the 
camera mo\'ing. using far too 
many trucks and pans. And it 
often drags with too manv 
segments showing Gere driving 
around. lifting weights or 
getting dressed and undressed. 
Schrader both wrote and 
directed "American Gigolo." 
An of nm .... ~,;"l! 
ltJ rPfif•t.., IPfl~iorl 
i~ r~·orkH/W/1 IO/Iir 
The ancient art of massage, 
as at relates to the relief of 
stress and tension. will be the 
focus of a free workshop to be 
~eld from 7 to 9 p.m. Thursday 
m the Student Center's Illinois 
Room. 
Janice Kulp. coordinator for 
Health Activation Services. said 
t~e. worksho£ is a m('ans of 
r~;~n!tio:~~ h~~~o ~:r:a~~~ 
themselves. The workshop. 
sponsored by Health ~\ctivation 
Services, will be conducted by 
trained instructors. Kulp said. 
··we·u teach simple massage 
techniques that people can use 
to relieve stress and tension. 
Massage is a good wav to 
=~:d~iate headaches." kulp 
Kulp suggested that loose and 
comfortable clothing be worn to 
the workshop and that each 
participant bring a friend to 
serve as a partner. 
"The program will begin with 
a discussion on the basic but 
important techniques of 
massage. A demonstration of 
these techniques will then be 
presented," Kulp explained. 
The remainder of the 
workshop wall consist of in-
struction and practice of 
mas!kJge techniques with ;~n 
••mrh:d:; uu nead. neck and 
shoulder massage. 
l'io pre-registration is 
rEquired. however. the 
workshop will be limited to 25-30 
participants. 
~i.J~au#ful .-f>l'~fll~ 
/J(udi~; 
549-2833 Southgate 
In 
Concert 
Tonight! 
Recently toured England, Argentino 
ondConodo. 
7:00p.m. 
at the Maranatha 
Christian Center 
7J5 S. University (On the island) 
Special Speaker 
Bob Weiner 
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7J5 S. University (On the island) 
Special Speaker 
Bob Weiner 
'Ctdture Night!' vari~ty show set 
for Eaz 'N Coffeehouse 
Bv JPnf'll Olson 
Staff Writf'r 
''Culture :'Oight:· a variety 
show featuring jalZ and 
religious dances. musical acts 
and a dramatic presentation of 
poems. will be presented at 9 
p.m. Friday in the Ellz 'N 
Coffeehouse. located at 8!6 S. 
Illinois Ave 
"It will be a time for people in 
the arts to come together and 
show what they are doing." said 
Joe Doss. director of Mystic 
Voyage. a local amateur per-
forming arts group that is 
sponsoring the event. 
A scene from the play "For 
Colored Girls Who Considered 
Suicide When the Rainbow is 
Enuff' wiil be performed by the 
Blilck Open l.aboratorv 
Theatre. Written oy Ntozake 
Shange. the pia~ is about t~e 
prot ·ems blac!l. women face m 
society. 
The perormance will givP the 
troupe a chance to preview the 
show ~_,~fore taking it en the 
road. The production will be 
pe&f•Jrmed at the University of 
Illirois, SlU-E. the National 
Young People's Conferer:ce in 
Sp-ingfield and Marion 
Penitentiary. It will be 
pn'Setlted at SIU-C March 9. 
In addition to the play. 
religious dances from "Soul in 
!'.f.Jtion," a dance program 
directed by Jackie Thompson, 
will be performed. Thompson is 
a former student of Katherine 
Dunham. an internationally-
known dancer and choreo-
grapher. 
The Tamra Sykes Dancers, a 
local children's dance troupe, 
will perform jazz dances and do 
impersonations of en-
tertainment groups such as the 
Jacksons. the Temptations and 
the Supremes. 
Choreo-~ms. a dramatic 
presentation of poems, will also 
be included in the evening's 
entertainment. · · Ego-tripping'· 
bv Nikki Giovanni and 
,;Changes" by Sandra Sharp 
wiJI be presented by Mystic 
Voyage. The troupe is ct•u•-
posed of 6- to 17-year-i>lds who 
want to gain experience in 
music, comedy, drama and 
dance. 
Re1note lifestyle of islanders 
off coast of Maine is close-knit 
PORTLAl'iD. l\tah'e IAPl -
They are by natu:-e self-
sufficient, independent p€cple. 
these islanders who live year-
round on tiny specks of land 
dotted off the rocky coast ot 
Maine. 
Their remote. secluded way 
of life makes them even more 
so, but it also creates special 
bonds, a particular 
camaraderie. 
"I wouldn't want to live 
anywhere else... said Ed 
Conway. 22. a grocery store 
manager on Vinalhaven Island 
in Penobscot Bay. where most 
I)( the 1.2011 winter residents are 
fishermen. storekeepers and 
their families. The population 
triples in the summer. 
''The people who live here are 
hard~ore islanders who would 
never leave." said Cait Bunker, 
wife of a lobsterman on 
Matinicus. a flat. forested 
island just one milE' wide and 2 
•:. miles long. In ti1e winter. only 
45 people live there. 
"You have to be an islander to 
tlnderstand" the affinity 
resich:l'1~'> have for their islands. 
said Eunice Curran. 49. who 
was born and stilJ lives on 
Peaks Island. The island. which 
lies within the city limits of 
Portland, has about 800 winter 
residents. 5,000 in summer. 
The islands offer varying 
degrees of roughing it. 
Vinalhaven and Peaks are just 
short ferry rides from majcr 
towns. and residen~ are daily 
commuters. Those 1slands are 
more suburban than rustic. 
They have more people, streets 
are moelJy paved and Peab 
even has a taxi service. 
But Matinicus and Mon~an 
islands lie 12 miles an~ 20 mdes 
res~tively, on the coast. On 
Monheg;:n-a densely forested, 
ledge-bound bit of land-
residents for years have 
resisted efforts to put in a 
central electrical system. A 
narrow dirt road winds around 
the island. 
With no mountains to in-
terfere. television and radio 
reception on the islands is 
superb, and most residents get 
three channels. 
DOES YOUR FRATERNITY. 
SORORITY. ORGANIZA liON. 
OR CLUB NEED 
EXTRA CASH? 
CALL: 
MIKE KAPLAN 
S.I.U. CAMPUSIItEP 
618/5<19-8025 
1-s4~•u-•••••NO· 
A~ ol School PnoductCansu'-ts 
Chocogo. IL 60611 
3-9 p.m. Mon· Thurs 
3-10 p.m. friday 
1 t o.m.-10 p.m. Saturdoy 
ll o.m.-IJ p.m. Sunday. 
Tacos ........... 35¢ Com Chips ....... 20¢ 
Retried beans ..... 25¢ Burrito wichili. . .. 40q 
Beverage (12 oz.) .. 20¢ ~ \1' c.~C at the Student Center 
SPC FILMS 
Check it out, SPC is 
Now Taking Applications for 
1980-1981 
Student Programming Council Chairpeople 
neetlecl for the following committees: 
Consorts 
Films 
Fine Arts 
Video 
Lectures 
Promotions 
Travel & Recreation 
Free School 
Homecoming Center Programming 
Springfest Committee 
New Student Activities (Orientotiofl) 
Application and more information 
are available In the SPC oHice 
3rcl Floor Stucl••nt Center 53._33,3 
Deed line for appl!:::atlon Felt. I 
Daily EgypLian. february 6. 19110. Pagt' 7 
Soc~ety of American Foresters team 
.~::!ll'l•'·':di!. . . ·;jlfil . ' ,, • •. 
to reVIew· department's accreditation 
8y ...... o..aner Walter 
S&aff Writer 
A four-man accreditation 
team, including a former SIU..C 
forestry professor. will be 
reviewing the School of 
Agricuiture's Forestry 
Department this week. 
Jolm Hosner, the first 
forestry professo1· hired by SIC. 
will return to his former home 
this week as part of the &Jciety 
of American Foresters ac-
creditation team. 
According to Dwight Me· 
CUrdy, professor of forestry. the 
team will re-examine the 
Forestry Department five year.; 
after tbe original accreditation. 
"AftK five years, they comE 
back and check again. I£ WE 
pass their standards again thi! 
time, we won't be visited again 
for 10 yea'"S, •· McCurdy sant. 
'lbe team will be at SJ'J 
Tuesday lhrougn Thursda~· to 
meet with forestry students, 
faculty, alumni and other 
l1niversitv administrators. The 
results of the visit will not be 
announced until next fall. 
McCurdy said. McCurdy said 
the team wiU concentrate on the 
b'Jdget. research programs and 
curriculum of the department 
and added that he has no 
qualms about being accredited. 
"We're in good shape, and as 
far as I'm concerned. we rank 
in the top third of the forestrv 
departments of the nation." he 
said. 
The SAF accreditation will 
coincide with an annual SIU 
internal review of the depart-
ment which beg!ns this week. 
McCurdy said the two teams 
will meet to discuss the 
preliminary findings. 
Hosner was hired at SIU in 
1950 and was head of the pre-
forestry program until it 
Coal Research Center 
to J1elp mine operators 
By Cearad S';antz 
SUiff Wri&r. 
Illinois small•mine operators 
will receive techraical 
assistanri! in meeting federal 
environmental mining 
requirements under a program 
being instituted through SIU-C's 
Coal Research Center. 
The Small Operators 
Assistance Program provides 
with information that enables 
them to meet requirements of 
the Surface Mining Control aod 
Reclamation Act of 1977. 
The program's emphasis is on 
~lping defray the research 
costs involved in producing 
tests and engineering studies 
required in the permit ap-
plications. Gulliford said. He 
estimated $25,000 as the cost of 
prod>xinll a permit application. 
"Most small operators just 
don t have the cap1tal or tront 
money to ~pend developing this 
mformat10n," he added. 
"Miners could go out of 
busmess without this 
program." 
became a department in l!oSS. 
At that timt:. SIU had the first 
collegiate forestry department 
in Illinois. 
Hosner left SIU in 1961 to 
become chairman of the 
Department of Forestrv at 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
and State Universitv in 
Blacksburg. He is now directf)r 
of the School of Forestry and 
Wildlife Science at VPI. 
Other members of the team 
are Hugo John. c!1rector of the 
School of Natural Resources at 
the Universitv of Vermont: 
Clarence Richtm, a member of 
the SAF's staff committe on 
accreditation and a vice 
president of the Crown 
Zellerbach Co., and Donald 
Christenson, director of the 
professional programs for the 
SAF. 
Rli11oite AFL-CJO 
entlonws Dixon 
SPRINGFIELD (API -
The political arm of tbe Illinois 
State AFL-CIO anno.mced 
Tuesday that it has endorsed 
Secretary of State Alan J. Dix01, 
lor the Democratic nomination 
for the U.S. Senate. 
However. the AFL-CIO's 
Committee for Political 
Education announced no en· 
dorsement in the Republican 
Senate primary. 
The winner will be selected by 
voters in the March 18 Illinois 
primary. 
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The act calls for mine 
operators to file permit ap-
plications that show the mining 
being done is~· 't permanentlv 
damaging the hydrologv or 
productivity of the land: ac-
cording to James Gulliford. 
assistant director of Sll'-C's 
Illinois Mining and Minerals 
Resources Research Institute. 
The federal Office of Surface 
Mining has awarded the Coal 
Research Center a $290.000 
grant to begin the first year of 
what Gulliford estimates wiU be 
a two-year program. 
The program co1Jid be ill 
operation early this year. he 
said. A meeting to familiarize 
small-mine operators with thf' 
program will be held at 8 p.m. 
Thursday al the Red Lion Inn in 
M< • .-.on. 
"'Dg'S. ChiD ••• 
more Gulliford said the produc-
tivity of reclaimed mining land 
mm>t be restored to about 95 
~<arcent or its previous 
productivily capacity. 
Gulliford said about 50 mines 
in Illinois are eligible 
Student Center 
CRAFT SHOP 
Featured Artist 
February 
''The Varsity" Etching 
$25.00 
than 
It's full of 
beef. Not 
full of beans. 
At Wenrlv's we make 
our chit. \llllh lots and lois 
oiiOil't pure. &esh beef. 
lr fact. every bowl of 
Wendy's Chili has about a 
quarter pound of beef in it 
And jll5l the right amount of 
beans t(, go with it 
lts mac1e from 
scratch. 
~o()f'lll! other restauranls might 
:;erve you canned chili. But 
not Wendy's Old Fashioned 
Hamburgo?rs. We make chili 
IK•m scra!Ch. the way you 
would Wrth only the freshest 
beef, beans and tomato sauce 
plus Just the right spices. So 
you get homemade~ 
Without al! the trou~ 
... ..,..,_._ ... .., .... _ .. 
Some 
like it bot. 
Some do not. 
We know some people 
&ke their chi& hot and 
some like It not so hot 
-I hats why ·\Ak>ady's Chili has 
a perfect blend of spices to 
please jl...t about everybody. 
But if you like it even spide~;, 
pick up a packet of Wendy's 
special Hot Chili Seasoning so 
you can make your chi& just 
as hot (or not) as you like it 
The Taste. 
Now here's where •ve run out 
of words. Becal15e the only 
way to enjoy the tantalizing 
taste of Wendy's Chili is to do 
what milbons of other 
Americans do: haw sonte1 
Now. that's the reason w(! think 
~should try it You'D !ow d! 
.. ~ ..~.·-·-~ ..... ~ ...... ~ .... ~.~;::;.:::::::~::.-.--..w~.-.......... ~ .............................................. . 
1'.1¥.<' H. llatl~ 1-:!l~pltan. February 6, 1~ 
• ' •• ., 1 
Catch It! Friday, Feb. 8th 
At the Student Center Open House 
Catch lt-•..w.y·••• 
...... -OW Meln ...... 
SpoiiMNtl ~Y StutlentC...ter 
"HAIR" 
Fri •• Sat. & Sun • 
...... 9&11 
Direct• ~Y Milos 
·fOI'ftMin 
7&9pm 
$1 
.._on themuslcol 
play ~y Gerome ... nl 
& ........ lhMio. 
Pr.,.,........ ~\"********* tc ••• tc *******' 
..... -..--.... --.,..,~ 1C." t • ~--r-~---.J~~ 
: 7::»9 Punk Disco, .Cth Floor Student Center : 
:7-9 Film-"Hair" $1 Student Center Auditorium : •. - . 
: 9pm "Poison Squirref' ,_ -4th fl. video 1oungot - ; 
• • i 9-10:30 Traveling Medicine Show Ballrooms A& a • 
• 8:00Center Stage Play "Private Ear" BollrCIOft• o ! 
• • 
:8-10 Kingsbury Choirs _ R£-naisonce Room : ;,:-. 
• • 
:8-10 Video "Doonesbury" Fr-lnternotionolloung. : 
• • 
: 8-11 Bingo, Trivia, Food Specials ltomon Room : 
• • • 
• • : 8-11 Free Bowling & Billards : 
• • 
Y • h of : 8-12 Refreshments:popcom. snc>~ etc. Solicitofion- : ouve ears • • 
· the Hollywood Squares. : 9-11 Coffeehouse-Dono Clarke Old Mairt Room • 
now meet the Ccn-bondale Squares • : 
(SIU'sA.dministrotors) : 9-12Buck'sStove&Range BigMuddyRoom : 
liveottheStudentCenter, It- 8·30-9 ._. 
8:30 • 9 . :, 1 0:30-1 ~'Carbondale Squares" Ballrooms A & B : 10.30-11 :_,,.,.,.,,.,.,.,,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,u••u•a•t .. u•~ 
in Ballrooms A & B ot · 
the Student Center 
...... &7 
4th floor VIdeo Lou-
Shows 7. I & 9pnl 
Atlmlalon514 
Felt. 1. 2ntl floor 
lnternatlor .tl Louns• 
ADM.FRII 
TODAYII 
"Precious Stones • 
..... ·a 
A lecture concerning 
the design of gold & 
silv• ;.welry plus o 
spataculor took at 
the gold market. 
Wed.,Feb.7 
Ohio Room 
3pm 
Catch It! 
Budt's Stove & Range Co. 
a 4-piece High Energy 
Blue Grass Band 
tpm, Feb. I in ihe 
Big Muddy Room, Student 
Center 
PUNK DISCO. 7:~9pm 
.. th Fl. vic~M Lounge 
Student Cen'-" 
"Poison Squirrels" 
9:00pm 
direct from Gospor' s & 
O'banions, .tth Fl.. Video Lounge 
Daiiy Egyptian, February 1. 1980. Paget' 
ClltnpusBilefs 
"Sex in Chess: Moves in the Mating Position" will be the 
topic of a special lecture sponsored by the Egyptian 
Knights Chess Club, announced faculty sponsor John 
Gregory. All interested students. faculty and the general 
public are invited to attend the meeting at 7 p.m. Wed-
nesday in Student Center Activities Room C. 
Th~ Office of International Education is planning a trip 
to Ch1cago March 16-19. The trip will cost $65 which in-
cludes round trip bus fare, hotel accommodations and a 
ticket for a musical. Registration is through Valerie Drzik, 
Woody HaD 8 Room 130. Deadline for registration is Feb. 
25. 
The Agribusiness Economics Club is sponsoring a trip to 
New Orleens March 16-21. The cost of the trip is S85 in-
cluding bus transportation and accommodations for four 
days and three nights. Contact Jim Bindfield. day 463-2421 
or night 549-1.265, by Feb. 12. 
Mark Ellinger, assistant professor in zooloiY, will speak 
on "Developmental and Carcinogenesis Sludies on Am-
phibians" at 7:30p.m. Thursday in Lawson Room 121 at the 
Zoology Honor Society meeting. 
'11M' Southern Theatre Guild will hold auditions for 
"Puddles" and "Here's Pie in Your Eye" at 7 p.m. Wed-
nesday in the l!niversity theater lounge. The two nne-act 
plays will be presented March 11 in Student Center 
Ballroom D. 
P.eservation deadline for a dinner and d.1nce sponsored 
by tile Jackson County SIU-C Alumni Club is Wednesday. 
The diMer-dance will begin at 7 p.m. Feb. 16 at the Car-
bondale Elks Club, 220 W. Jackson St. The cost of the 
dinner-dance is $10 per person. 
A presentation on ''Resume Writing and Intervie·.ving 
Skills" will be given by John H. Summey, assistant 
professor in marketing. at 7 p.m. Thursday in the Home 
Economics LoW!ge. The event is sponsored by the 
1\larkP.tmg Club and everyone is invited to attend. 
Russ Sa\·age. communication specialist :vith &outh-
western Hell. will speak at the meeting of the Public 
Relations Student Society of America at 6:30 p.m. Wed-
nesday in Activity Room A. 
~ctiviti.e..~ 
Lilfle Egypt Student Grotto, 
meeling. 8 p.m.. Home 
Economics Room 201 
Public Relations Student Society of 
America. meeting. 6:JO p.m .• 
:\cti11itv Room A. 
:\lushm · Student Organizaion. 
meeting. 12 noon. Ach\'ity ltoom 
B 
,mateur Hadio Club. meeting, 8 
p m .. :\ctivtty Room C. 
B.-\C-Campus and Community 
Affatrs. meeting. 5 p.m .. Activity 
Room D. 
r'inance Club. meeting, 7:30 p.m., 
Acttllity Room D. 
t.:.S. Mannes. meeti~. 8 a.m. to 5 
p.m .. Saline and lnMt'lOis Rooms. 
Student Affairs. meeting. 10 a.m., 
Vennthon Room. 
Kappa Alpha Psi. meeting. 9 a.m. to 
w1~~ ~s'f·P~lu;::~i:g. 7 p.m., 
Iroquois Room. 
Continuing Education. jazz dance 
class. 6 o.m .• Ballroom B. 
Undergraduate Student 
Oraanization, meeting, 7 p.m .• 
Ballroom A. 
Arnold Air Society, meeting, 6:30 
p.m., Ohio Room. 
Forum 30 Plus, meeting, 3 p.m., 
Oh1o Room. 
Satuki Swingers. square <iance, 6 
p.m .. Roman Room 
Alpha Eta Rho. meeting. 7:30p.m., 
Missouri Room. 
Backgammon Club, meeting, 6 
p.m., Renaissance Room. 
Peace Corps, meeting and ftlm, 7 
p.m .. Saline Room. 
Astron:.>my Club. meet in~ 7:15 
p.m., Sangamon Room .. 
Graduate Student Council, meeting, 
6 p.m .. Wabash Room. 
Head Start Council, meeting, 7:30 
p.m .. Mississippi Room. 
''Aman," musical, 8 p.m .• Shryock: 
Auditoriwn .. 
Southern Illinois Beekeepers 
Association. meeting, 7:30 p.m .• 
Logan College Room 238. 
Civil Service Employees' Council, 
meeting. l p.m., General 
Classrooms Building, Room 
108. 
New Student Leaders, meeting, 4 
p.m., Mackinaw Room. 
National Honorary Broadcasting 
Society, magazine sale, all day, 
front of Radio-Television oWce. 
Wednesday 
is 
••piTCHER DAY'' 
at Ouatro's-openlng 'til 10 p.m. 
with the purchase of any 
medium or large size pizza 
you get a pitcher of Coke or beer 
forHC 
no limits on pitd.n 
Pat:t> 10. Lla1ly Egyptian. f'ebruary 6, 1980 
Free clinic adjUsts to change$ 
PJTTSGt:RGH «APl - Free 
clinics, havens in past years for 
hippie drug abuse: s and 
pregnant runaways, generally 
are fading away with the 
counterculture that spawned 
them - but not in Pittsburgh. 
The Pittsburgh Free Clinic is 
seeing mote patients than ever 
and completing a $136,000 fund 
drive to pay for a move from 
dingy church basement 
quarten to classier digs in an 
office building. 
community, writes detailed 
government grant application.> 
and solicits corporate d.1nations 
that activists a decade ago may 
have considered tainted. 
To achieve all this and keep 
its $340,000 annual budget 
balanced. the clinic has had to 
adjust to a changing clier'ele. 
"We spend a lot more time 
thinking about who we're 
seeing, what we're providing, 
evaluating our p1-ograms and so 
forth," Parr sa1d. "Some on the 
staff have said it was better 
when there was more fnoedom 
and less l't'd tape." 
On the other hand. Parr said, 
the clinic's patients. even the 
young troubled on~. seem to 
like a more responsible at-
mosphere. 
"They're not street people 
any more." he said. "They're 
more goal-oriented, trying to 
achieve something for them· 
selves. 
"If anything, I think they'd 
like to see us look a little more 
professional, but still not get 
real uptight and institutional," 
he said. "Originally we started out in 
1970 to serve the hippie-
transient population," said 
clinic director Phillip Parr. ~ 
"That population doesn't exist Chen's four Seasons· 
anymore. We've asked our-
~dn~~ h.~:C=t!. ~ ......... nt 
severai years ago." Hlehway.l1, "Iouth C.rltonMie 
Parr estimates. at least 50 
percent of the nation's free 
clinics have done just that. Home of the ltest Chinese Cuisine 
Survival in Pittsburgh has ~d~iS.::~ a~~~~: :t b:!~ We Invite you to compare the 
easy. quality, warlety, anti walue of our 
"There have been periodic foocls with others. 
problems in the growth from a 
fairlv loose, unstructured Enloy our BuHet Lunch (all you can 
counterculture organization to eat at $2.51) ancl our other gourmet 
w~: i~ea~n~~:·:!~ S:/:te .... h ... 
~~~:-!'i.hef:~~::~in~ Call for carry-out 549-7231 ::..::====== 
Jl perfect gift 
for.-~. 
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· Saluki DOgs 
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~~.Aligld 
Ladles Admitted Free Until 11:00 
plus 12oz. 
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~\ ALL VAAIETIES,INSTAN"t 
~_;; Royal Pudding 
~ IN'iTANTCOFFEE J?" Muwell House 
~PLANTER'S 
 CoclctaR Peanuts 
3 ::._S100 
~.5348 
':.:5129 
, ... ~ge 
.... :u 
~ DELMONTE,CAUSHED,CH\iMK012 !,~s 109 ~~;;1 Sliced Pineapple ..... 
~) DELMONTEPE.CHESOR 
~i, ... Fruit Cocktail 2 ~~109 
2 ~~~100 
MORE Savings! 
Wtth These New 
Everyday PMUS 
... --·-· ,,.srr.l. ....... 
.-e\..-.-.. .,.. ~, ....... ~= ........ ......... -· ........ 
NATIONAL'S 
='1" 
=·1· 
Buttartap Bread §z•c 
USDA CHOICE 
kAOE CUT CHUCII STEMS Oil 
Chuck Roast 
~168 
CENT£" CUT L8 It U 
IIIIEDtUIIISIZE 
Crisp Celery 
~ 
'2'lilii-
JUMIIO SIZE IIIC, WAS 711C..,jj 
tJ·~· ....... ~···· 
'.f N~fP'.•If 
Sirloin Steak 
.~259 
USOA CHOICE--.::---~, 
Tender Rib Steaks 
259 
CLUB STEAill L& 13 •• 
WONOEM'UL FLAVOR 
Haney Tangerin1 
10 F!1°0 
SPICY FLAVOft 
Temple Orangel 
12 F.98( 
FLORIDA GOLOENKERNELEO 
SweetCom w"• 
FOR-SLICING ANO FJIIYING 
Florida Egg Plant 
GOOO RAW OR COOKED 
Fresh Tumips 
•Fr~.i~!!~~~.~ WRAPPED. .. COtiP\.ETE WtTH lOW k~· sass ~ Fro• 
Fruit Bowls ~?t~~i ... S 11. 
~ .. AfiONA-. SOLOF&SHIOHED 
\t:)s.-.-._.. .. , 99" ~ NATIC)IIt&L S .... "0•••.._.. 
e~n Pork for MORE Flavor NATIONAL'S BIG gac~·sil!! 
5 
niAYED& 5 age 
1PPED 5 FOR 11M For 
39-c!C\ Eocll \.::1 
2gct;'h Lb. ~ 
IUD OF CALFORNIA 
Iceberg 
Lettuce 3!129 
-0 SIZ£. .. EACH IIC 
SUN WORLD 
CaHfarnia 
Camats 
ALL PUIIPOSE 
Red 
Potatoes 
IH.I. CELLO lAG 
~119 
MORE 
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Cube Steaks 
!259 
® 51.:4~ ~9ac 
@ ~ .. W1 .... ~98< 
@~~··s~ .;;98< 
@ sil;;i·i;.. :.~A)qc 
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MORE 
SAVINGS 
WHEN YOU BUY 
FREEZER BEEF 
FREEZER BEEF 
C NO CHAAGE FOR CUTTING OR WRAPPING I 
USDA QOV"TGIIIAOEDCttOICE 
••EWUIIII • • • •. • • •. • • to SJtt 
US 0 A. OOV'TGAAOED CHOtC:E 
~-·-·············•"- i)H 
II S.O.A OOV"T GIIADE.D CHOCIE 
---.............. $)" 
U.SD.A.CIOV'TOrtADEDCMOICE 
11&-Aata ...... ,._ Sl4t 
USE YOUR 
MASTER CHARGE CARD 
TO PURCHASE FREEZER BEEF 
~ YOUADOGWIULOYEIT! 
Alpo Dog Food 2:::-5599 
,..,.S169 MOUNTAIN DEW OR REOULAA & DIET Pepsi Cola 
~ tltiiCHSIZE 
Wblte Paper Plates 
~ RAINIO 
Wbite Hot lnad 
~ STOYETOP 
Con Staffing 
~ CHOCOLATE.CHIPC()Ot(IES 
Nabisco Chips Ahoy 
~ WHITE.COLORSORDECORATED 
Scottowels 
~SWEETSUE 
 Chicken I Dumplings 
,....,_ 
~::-89( 
~~sgc 
r.: 79( 
~~- 5119 P-o. 
l. 
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LEAIIW--
SIIced Cooked H ... 
~-.... 1221 wu ~Pimento Sliced ClteeH .-. sus 
~·-- 12" WAS lrilWIIBrlck Sliced CIIHse ... · sz.,. 
~---.nc  Sliced Swiss Clleese 
m m:. s .... a. •• 
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Save 41c 
' ·' 
Aspirin will not help ::~tudents ~~ ge.~. 
heart patients-study a credi~ $400 
NE~ YORK CAP) -Taking s~. . for 4•week job 
asptnn every day does not help Fnedewald satd the aspirir. 
heart attack survivors live group suffered more side ef· 
longer, the largest study ever of fects, with 23.7 percent getting 
aspirin and heart disease has either heartburn or ulcers as 
concluded. comparc~d with only 14.9 percent 
But the $17 million govern- of the placebo group. 
ment-financed study was under The Aspirin Myocardial In-
attack even before it was farction Study was begun in 1975 
released by those who said it after a series of smaller studies 
might have missed aspirin's suggested that a.o;pirin's well-
benefit. known ability to inhibit blood 
The sti:Jdy, which involved clot~ng might help bnrt attack 
4,524 patlt'!llts at ~ medical survtvors. 
centers, foallled on whether The theory was that blood 
taking the equivalent of three clots in the arteries supplying 
aspirin a day would help the heart might cause or 
prevent second heart attacks aggravate heart attacks. Heart 
among the 350,000 Americans a~tack survivors run a very high 
who survive hea1"t attacks each risk of d)ing from further 
year. coronary problems. 
Men and women in the study "Based on the results, we 
were divided randomly into cannot recommend the use of 
groups taking aspirin or an this drug in survivors of heart 
inactive placebo. Neither the att~ks. That seems clear." 
patients nor their doctors knew Fnedewald ~id. 
who was ia which group. But critics have said that the 
After tollowing the patients study used too large a dose of 
for three years, the researchers aspirin and inducted its patients 
found that the aspirin groop had too long after their heart at-
slightly f-·:er non-fatal heart tacks. 
attacks than the placebo group, Dr. Philip W. MajentS and his 
but essentially the same col.leag~es. at Washington 
number of deaths. Umverstty m St. Louis have 
~~~J.!amphreys 
Students who participate in 
the month-long Summer 
Orientation program as New 
Student Leaders will receive 
$400, one academic credit and 
full room and board, said Tom 
Allen, assistant 1irector of 
Student Developtnent. 
"They'D also be developing 
!eadership and communication 
skills," Allen said. 
The summer program 
provides new students and their 
parents with a choice of six 
dates for a two-day orientation 
that ineludes advisor in-
terviews, registration, tours 
and accommodations at Mae 
Smith. 
The New Student Leaders wiD 
work seven days a week, rrom 
June 11 ~ J.uiY 9, ~elcoming 
and ass1stmg or1entation 
participants. They are not 
allowed to take any classes 
during this month. 
We've Been listening to You! 
Career Planning announces a 'lew 
procedure in scheduling appointments. 
A counMior will lie avallallle for wallr-lns 
clurlng the following hours: 
Mon through Thurs. 1:30am-11:31am 
Mon through Thurs. 1pm-4:30pm 
CPPC IM-8 WOOlf Hall 
ILFOBROM GALERIE 
Special Introductory Kit 
.._, 
.-.... 
"J ~ --~~ 
Purchase Kit ot $38.25 
ond Receive FlEE ............ 
theiLFOUOM ~ 
AltCHIYAL CHEMISTRY KIT- ~ ._ -
7.tJVolue - ·· 
Offer good thru Sat. Feb. 9, 1980 
204 West Freemon 
Campus Shopping Center 
Carbondale. IL 62901 
lei. 618-529-2031 .. In fact, we saw a slight trend foon~ that just half an aspirin a in the wrong direction-xcess day IS enough to knock out the 
deaths in the aspirin group-but blood cells called platelets that 
I'm sure that was just chance," prom?te clotting. 
said Dr. Wiluam T. Friedewald MaJerus says too much 
of the U.S. National Heart, Lung aspi':iD may.a.ctually restore the 
and Blood Institute, which clotting abihty by inhibiting 
organized and paid for the another mechanism. 
~ 
To be eiigible, Allen said, 
each applicant must attend one 
of the interest meetings 
scheduled this week. These 
meetings will be at 4 p.m. 
Wednesday in the Mackinaw 
Room. The eight New Studl?nt "-~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ Lt>~df!rs will also be requirea to 
attend eight two-hour training 
sessions prior to the onset of 
summer orientation. 
Southern Dlinois farms 
yield big crop. increases 
Counties like McLt~~m. 
Champaign and Livingston 
again produced the most corn 
and soybeans in .he state, but it 
was southern Illinois where 
yields improved the most in 
1979. 
"Over the southern one-third 
of the state is where the big 
percentage increases came," 
said John Unger of the Winois 
Cooperative Crop Reporting 
Service. 
Illinois farmers roduced the 
largest crops o corn and 
soybeans in state history, and 
average yields across the state 
established records. · 
"The biggest thing is that the 
south really improved," said 
l'nger. 
A county-by-coonty look at 
corn and soybean production, 
which will be released latt:r this 
~eek. shows that corn yields 
mcreased by more than 40 
bushels an acre in Gallatin, 
Saline and Union countie-;, 
4-1'&94<. 
HAIRSTYlES 
Edee.4 
Havewotsuch• 
.::u.:.o: 
....... 
to tell 
you right awayl 
549-8222 8l5'1t 5.111. 
Unger said Monday. 
The same was true for 
soybeans. For example, Unger 
•;aid yields were up 14 bushels in 
Marion Coonty, and 12 in Wayne 
and Hamilton. 
"They had . excellent 
precipitation, where many 
years they are dry down in 
those districts," he said. "This 
year they had more moisture 
than the rest of the state." 
Growing conditions were 
uniformly excellent in Illinois in 
1979, said Unger. 
''There was no area that was 
bad. only a few isolated farms." 
Macon had the Iaraest com 
yield with 147 bushels to the 
acre, followed by Mooltrie with 
146, Champaign and Piatt with 
144. and McLean with 143. -------:::;;;;;;;: 
lnn••••Mff...-.nt~ 
PREPARE FOR: 
Spring MCAT Classes 
startl ... ln March 
ASK ABOUT OUR COMPACT COURSES 
.. cellect: 
CIMt "'·"" .......... 
...._., 
St.'-'-.MON1M 
SOLICITATION AREA 
tte~ 8-llpm 
reotton Candy 
PopCorn 
FRIDAY Sno Cones 
FEB8 CATCH 
THE Free Peanuts 
BIG Beverage 
MUDDY .35¢ 
ROOM 9-12pm 
IT! 
at the 
udent 
nter 
•• 
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Cele~rities stag~l'~urvival mareh ' 
to persuade Cambodia to accept aid 
By Dt-nis D. Gray 
.\ssociated Preu Writer 
BANGKOK. Thailand tAPl-
Participants in a celebrities' 
"1\tarch for Survival," un-
successful in their attempt to go 
inside Cambodia, made 
emotional pleas to the Hanoi 
and Phnom Penh governments 
to allow Western medical aid 
into that war-wracked country. 
More than 120 Americans and 
Europeans-many of them well-
known politicians, entertainers 
and relief officials-wiD leave 
here for the Thai-Cambodia 
OOrder where they plan •o spend 
three days dramatizing the 
plight of the nation. 
Folk singer Joan Baez told a 
news conference on the evo of 
the march. "If the remainde 1f 
the Cambodian race is 1 .. 1l 
allowed to survive, it will not be 
through a lack of food, 
::'~=· ~ec!:':.passion. we 
A number of participants 
placed the blame for Cam· 
bodia's current woes on Viet-
nam and the Phnom Penh 
regime because they had not 
allowed Western medical teams 
into a country desperately short 
of doctors and have limited the 
channels through which food 
and other aid could be brought 
in. 
Jr7ednesday's Puzzle 
ACROSS S4Get 
teo..w.. 58 Silent T.-clay's Puzzle Solved 
ST•o 80CMI* 
9GII' .... 'Sklft 111 Type or 
peech t4Eigtlt:G« 
15 "-' thiefs ~Oiclator • I L , T f a • A 
til Female 84 Mortlee and C T 1: D 
17 Por1ic:o I T. . 
189ttl.......ui. 65 Singles 
C •• T a 
C 0 T 'f 2wonls 1111 GMIIIIIng . 
20 ....... pne:V•. 
21 Stlllll8d 117Sptinw 
nc._ ,__ 
23Mug !18Norwaple uTa 
25 Rec:eded 88Chem end- . I • 
27~ II>CJ I. 
29 State: Abbr. OOI'WIIt .. 
30Jolces 1 Pitches 
34Man'si'I8INI 2 MU8ic group 
36Postpone 3Retailer·s 19 Notion 40 Sugar: Suffix 
38Loly ~ 24- Dame: 41 Old pro 
39 Electronic 4 Russian lead- Montreal 48Whips 
o.-e· .. cathedral 48 Loectose 
2..atds 5Fesl81 211 Fre.;e 49Symptoms 
42 Nearer ones 6T- 28 Cuclgel 50 AdJUSted 
43 Toted up 7 Playing-- 30 Fuel 52 Slogan 
44 WOOl source 2words 31 Estrange- 53 Bobbin 
45Angry 8Suppor1er .....,, S4 Eight: Pn!flx 
48 Numeric ..... 9 Possessed 32 Shine 5:. Scrammed: 
fill tO Hong- 33 RatiON~ Slang 
4 7 Neigh bOt of T1 Arab noble 34 Perlo<>-'IS 56 Spolia 
Ala f2Giass- 35L_•_ 57~ 
49.;a;rov1P f3 u.s. pqo,- 37Stu- 59-
Sf Bores wngtn 38Frurt4r- 62 Oogof 
To: All Dance Lovers 
Girl Chasers S(jer. 
Guy Gazers ~\ 
McFiy's Disco Night-,'-' 
Pina Colada $1 .00 
Beer & Schnapps $1.00 
No Cover Charge 
And dance to your hearts content 
8-2 
...._i}\,~J". ·~~P:c!\fiJ\ ~ 1'(~~-(~r~.;:::~"r-'-~}!'1~/ (ll-.. ""'"'"'~\>. $>~ 7'.,;.~'1# 
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One of the main coordinators 
of the Cambodian aid program 
said that "disaster has been 
averted" for the time being but 
a decisive period of food 
shortages is still to come. 
James P. Grant, the new 
executive director of the United 
Nations Children's Fund, spoke 
at a press conference in 
Bangkok after returning from a 
six-day trip through Cambodia. 
He r .tid he was "pleasantly 
surprised by the extent of relief 
taking place." 
UNICEF, along with the l., 
ternational Red Cross and the 
World Food Program, is 
coordinating a worldwide six-
month $150 millioo aid program 
that beKan in October and has 
reached its half-way point. 
Phnom Penh haS criticized 
the "March for Survival" as an 
attempt to interfere in Cam-
bodia's internal affairs. 
Responding to criticism ~hat 
the march was a publicity .siunt, 
Norwegian actress Liv Ullmann 
said, "I left my celebrity behind 
me. I'm here as a human being. 
I'm here as a woman. I'm here 
:~;..ted:!::~ :~~cis:.~r 
Among other well-known 
personalities involved are 
British Parliament member 
Winston Churchill, U.S. civil 
rights leader Bayard Rustin, 
French philosopher Bernard 
Henri Llevy, French Com-
munist writer Nina Kemayan 
and Soviet dissident AJexander 
Ginzbure. 
The marchers originally had 
hoped to enter Cambodia from 
Thailand hut :.his plan was 
abandoned and the 20 
truckloads of supplies 
designated for delivery inside 
Cambodia wiD be handed ever 
to the Thai Red CnlSS for 
distribution to displaa!d Thais 
and Cambodian refugees. ac-
Cf'Tttingtospokesman Robert P. 
DeVecchi of the lntt>mational 
Rescue Committee. 
SABIN AUDIO 
•TechnicsQ2 Turntable 
Retail $200 S.le 11M 
•Fuji C-90 Metal ta.,.-111 
•Just Arrived: Grafyx Spkrs. 
•Telarc Digital Records 
Heart, Daobie Bros., 
18120verture, Firebird 
•Technics lng. Amps & 
Receivers-IS% off• 
•Grado Cart. Jl% off 
•Best Prices on TOt< and 
MaxeiiTape 
·•~ Poly Vinyl Record 
covers w/visit 
7 days a week Bam-10pm 
1313 South St. M'boro 
684-:Jnt 
Hehl 
11Where's My Liver?" 
What happens when you: 
-Catch cold -Get up 
-Have stomach problems -Feel run down 
A four-week self care workshop on 
common student ailments 
Firstsession: Tues .• Feb. 12 
7-9pm 
Kaskaskia River Room 
Student Center 
Sponsored by Health Activation Program 
To register call453-3311 
l..KnodaMntatbaluusaSl~ 
wlorwithout Knut .... SOc 
coffee .....•........... 05c 
2. Breakfast SpeaaJ · 10.12pm 
2 pancakes with 2 sausages 
and coffee ........... $1.00 
Self·serw on-
Whipped Butter 
Maple syrup 
Pmapple Topping 
Chocolate Topping 
Strawberry Topping 
Organizations work with students 
it~kitfgi'conscientious objecto~ status 
Bv Erick Howpnstine 
Student Writer 
No provisions have been 
madt> yt't by the government for 
those individuals who refuse to 
aid the U.S. military for reasons 
or conscience. says the Rev. 
Leonard Goering, camptts 
minister at the New Life Center 
in Carbondale. 
"There will probably still be 
no opportunitv to file for any 
exemption of deferment on any 
grounds wher. draft registration 
is called for sometime around 
February." said Goering, 
himself a conscientious objector 
during the Korean and Vietnam 
Wars. 
More legislation will be 
needed before conscription is 
possible. Goering said. "At this 
point, all we can do is speculate 
about what might happen if the 
l'nited States chooses to 
reinstate the draft,'' he said. 
Rt>gic;tration of the 17 million 
men between 18 and 26 years of 
age, including those who 
registered during the last yean 
of stand-by draft. has been 
called for by President Carter. 
The n'aximum penalty for 
failure to comply is a five-year 
jail tenn and a fine of $10,000. 
Goering said that according 
to current Selective Service 
regulations. application for any 
exemption or defennent will be 
required within 10 days of the 
postmark on the induction 
notice. "Considering postal 
problems, that may be no time 
at all," he said. 
Individuals can begin filing as 
conscientious objectors with the 
Central Committee for Con-
scientious Objectors. a non-
profit organization that aids 
individuals with matters of 
conscience. war and 
militarism, Goering said. 
Through the New Life Center 
and Newman Center about 70 
students have registered with 
the CCCO since October. 
Larry Spears. diredor of 
CCCO's \'outh and Con-
Conscientious objection laws 
llat~e changed during century 
BY t:riclk n-enstine 
sian Writer 
The history of cc::scientious 
objection as grounds for 
exemption from miljtary ser-
vice centers around a q~tion 
of definition-what is military 
service? 
For some. military service 
means annt"'J combat, while 
others contend that such service 
!~~r~~!f:tir~:n !'ir carr;~~tl 
Exemption for conscientious 
beliefs was first granted by the 
federal government in 1903. The 
requirement ior such an 
exemption was membership in 
one of th~ various "peace 
churches," including the 
Quaker. Mennonite and 
Brethren denominations. 
Throughout World War I. 
members of these churches 
were assigned non-combatant 
duties in military-related 
services. while objectors not 
affiliated with such 
organizations were drafted. 
Arter the Compulsory 
Military Service Act of 1916. the 
criteria for an objector's status 
was changed from legal 
membership in a peace church 
to :-eligious convictions of the 
individual in question. Although 
church membership was no 
longer necessary, it continued 
to make such status easier to 
attain. 
At this time, peace-orifrnted 
lobbyists who objected to 
unanned participation in W<ar, 
11trived to redefine "r:on-
C9mbatant services" to include 
a duty outside the military 
effort. Two years later, their 
request was officially refused in 
a 1918 bill lasting non-combatant 
services as only those in the 
medical corp, the .quar-
termaster corp and the 
engillE'ering service I now called 
the Army Corp ol Engineers). 
However, after individual 
investigations were held to 
separate genuine conscientious 
objectors from those of 
questionable beliefs, those 
found to be sincere were 
transferred with furloughs to 
agricultural jf>bs or overseas 
peace-time programs. 
The struggle for an assign-
ment to some duty not directly 
aiding the armed services 
began again in 1940 with the 
proposed Burke-Wardsworth 
Bill. which would have 
eliminated all alternative duties 
but those directly aiding the 
military. 
scientious Objection Campaign, 
.;aid that 3.000 young men and 
women have already 
registered. and that 55.000 cards 
from the group are now in 
circulation. 
The cards. which state. 
"Because of my beliefs. I am 
opposed to participation in the 
mtlitary."' are also submitted to 
a local clergyman. "They can 
later help prove to the draft 
board that the decision was 
made with forethought." 
Goering said. "and not just a:; 
an attempt to avoid the draft." 
National Selective Service 
spokeswoman Betty Alexander 
said the cards could carry a lot 
of weight in convincing a draft 
board of one's sincerity. 
The National Interreligious 
Service Board of Conscientious 
Objectors. operating since 1940, 
also provides counseling and 
advice from its Washington 
base. NISBCO distributes a 
three-question worksheet, on 
which a conscientious objector 
may state his beliefs, how they 
were acquired. and how h:s 
convictions affect his life. 
The completed fonn may be 
filed with NISBCO or a local 
organization. 
Shawn Perry. NISBCO 
associate director. said that 
"thousands" have filed fonns 
since the end or the last draft, 
and that a recent rash of orders 
have called for the printing of 
over 50.000 new fonns. 
There was a recent effort in 
Congress to enact a National 
Youth Service vrogram that 
would require all pt>rsons 
between 18 and 24 years of age 
to work on various assigned 
projects for a number of years. 
!AHMED'S 
!fANTASTIC y . 
FALAFIL ~
FACTORY.._.,.. 
401 S.lll. the 
'Original Home of the Foloht' 
Your 1st Stop 
on the "STRIP'' 
1-· -----------; 
: Polish Sausage : 
: Frlesanda : 
1 Coke- $1.29 I 
L-- _!l.!!_n_:_! ~~ -- j 
Coupon Kedeemoble on 
Specials in this ad only. 
sOON.JA.'II CAftY OUT s~•!lt 
DEADLINE FOR APPLYING FOR STUDENT 
MEDICAL BENEFIT FEE REFUND IS 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1980 
To apply for a refund, a student must present their 
fee statement and insuran_ce policy or the schedule 
of benefits of their insurance coverage to the 
Student Health Progra~. 112 Small Group Housing, 
Room 118. Studen.ts who have deferred their fees 
m~st apply for the refund before the deadline. 
However, a refund Nill not be issued until all fees 
are paid. 
Herrin 
7045. Park 
942-7534 
~C&\KE 
~ 
SHAKERS 
AND 
$2.00 Pitchers 
of cold beer 
••FREE SOUP'' 
Purchase any~ 
sandwich and receive a FREE 
bowl of homemade soup. 
{~.~ --1- For lunch only ~ 
Mon-Sat ~;;E;•PfiN 
.... , .... ,fii2Z.fl 
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Give our best 
to your love. 
Th:s Va!entme s 
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Twenty or More Days-5 t'f'llts per ~~~f'!!t~ C::~~~ort. $6400. ~~~911 worJ. per day. 
15 Word Minimum 
m~~e:~rw~!~~\l~h~~fte:..!~J'~~ 
the rate applieahle for the numbPr of 
msertions t.t appears. There will also 
be an addt.ttonal charge of SLOO to 
cover the cost or tfie na:e.,sary 
par~~~~ ad\·ertising must be 
~;!.~':s a:ittn;:ta~f:J'~ rg;..Ji';"se 
FOR SALE 
Automotlves 
....... 
Au'-tlwe 
802Walnut 
687-:ZS.l 
c:-.plete ,, - ..... . 
...._,.., ............. r 
Oldest in Murphysboro 
Fast Service-No Walli'lg 
AIIN-Ports 
Most Perfs In Stock 
All parts and services 
under worronty. 
G:O.IC JI!\!:O.IY. 1974. 4-WD Ex-
cellent condition. lots of extru. 
Alter 6P:'Il. :.t!l-7707. or!l85-4112. 
3542Aa91 
7'.! TOYOTA 2tl-32 m.p.g., 98.000 
miles. Super engme, $900. 54\1-51114 
after 6. 3525Aa95 
·;s PI.Y~tnt"TH ARROW GT.5 
!>peed Hatchback. Ex•·ellent 
~~~~.o~Jg~. rr;2~~.;_,;.~t-FM. 
35JJAa90 
~pps ~otars, ~nc. 
_.,."""..__ 017-:MO c.-- ... _ 
WHEELS? 
CHECK OUT OUR 
TRANSPORTATION 
SPECIALS 
Under$1001 
73 Plymouth St. wagon fuil 
power, runs good. 
"74 Bu;ck 225 4dr. Very cieort 
inside and out. 
'73 Chevy laguna 2dr power 
and air. 
72 Chevy C- iO P.U .. out .. camper 
7o CIO Chevy P.U. looks and 
runs great! 
'73 Chrysler Newport 4dr. 
Under$500 
·n Chevy Malibu 2dr Mechanics 
dream. 
71 Chevy Monte Corio. Good 
rubber and engine. 
7 J Plymouth Fury 4dr, ne'!ds 
trans. 
71 FordlTD2drh.t. 
71 Dodge 0100 P.U. 
No reasonable oHer 
refused 
See 1hese and more at 
Epps DAlSUN.Eost Ri. 13 
at Lake Road. 
457·11&4 l.li-&US 
'74 VW 4cyl4spd a. c. 
'76 Monzo p. s. p.b. a. c. auto 
'76 Sunbird p.s. p.b. auto. o.c. 
'14 AMX p.s. p.b. a.c. 
'76JeepCJ-7 p.s. p.b. 
1 .. E. Mtllll Ctillle 
529.21. 52t-21•1 
Motorcycler 
k~:~!~A ::t :tr:.. mJ~~~_:; 
after five. 3586Ac92 
•-I Estate 
ANNA, CHARMING NINE room 
home, beautifully Jandsca11ed 
r:~~~r:,~• !:..~ ~li..~T:.:e~~ 
ffg~o&i ~:r :~'posrn~:!:it. PJ::~ 
1
893-2124. 83552Adl06 
Mobile Homes 
CARBO~NALE AREA: 12x60 
::!..db!~r~~~ix:!a~~ .. ~e~~-n: 
2.930 alter 6:00 or 1-217-787·7533 
anytime. 338iAeiOOC 
Miscellaneous 
FOR SALE: Dried Wild Ginseng 
~~sc~ fL~d. l'all =~ 
TYPEWRITERS. SCM EI.EC· 
TRICS. new and used. Jrwin 
Tvpewriter Exchange, HOI N.x-th 
~t':!'da;~~-~iwV.petr~l~~o~f-
MISS KITTY'S GOOD used fur-
r;~~~:s.b~~ie~~sx SJ>tin~r~w"!~: 
dressers. sofas, dinette '>t'ts. much 
more too numerous t•l mention. 
~~~~iillhof;.~~:~~:~~~A~I~~ 
KIN<I SIZE WATERRED. includes 
~!~e6s&~~t~~-~ ~~;r in~~~~: 
Great sltape, 457-6569. 3580AI'.M 
SMITH CORONA CASSETTE 
~~i~~-1ifo~C!H~s.r:.? good 
3605AI92 
BOOTS· WORN ONLY one season. 
all leather, 3 1nch heels. size 7-7•,, 
excellent condition. Call Bonnie, 
549-3517 after 5p.m. 3574Af90 
BlJY AND SELL used furniture 
~~3~~~~Jr.der we:~~:;.:c 
Electronics 
w. buy used stweo equipment 
Good condition or 
needing repair . 
A .............. ,......, 
,~ ...... "'-"'·~ 
"COUPON" 
FREE 
Guitar Player 
Keyboard Player 
Magazines 
1 per patron 
up to$1.75 value 
Music Box ~.~:~;:.~~:;:, 
P.t.gt• 18. llat.ly 1-:gypti.m. ~·.-bruary ?. t91<'J 
. ....-~ 
Computers for: 
•Ec.iucation 
•Scientific Use 
•Statistics 
•Business 
•Home and Personal 
Uses 
Come ir; for a free clemonstrof 
ltK Apple II S11t5 
IU.N)IS COMPUIIRMMI 
........ .,, .... ·-··"· 11MW.MAIN 
Corltomt.le. stt-•y .. 
C.\MPUS AUDIO IS Back! With an 
even larger selection of audio gear 
to choose from! Call 529-1667 for 
the lowest pricl!S in Car~~~ 
STERE 
REPAIR 
Audio Hospital Mt-1495 
(across from the train station) 
NALDER STEREO 
SPECIALS THRU FEB. 9 
AUDIO liCHNICA CAITIIDGI 
,A, T 12 EZ Reg. $70.00 
Now$30.00 
AUDIO TICHNICA 
SONIC.ROOM. 
Reg.$13.95 Now$10.95 
MAXIU. UDXLI& II 
eg. $7.25 Now$4.99eoch 
ony quantity 
715 So. University 1 
"on the island" I 
Pets & Supplies. 
filii NIT NT SUPPLY 
HIADQUARIIft 
ITUOitn IHICOUMI 
AKC Register~ Puppies 
Troplcol Fish Spec:ioli•'-
Tropical fish Supplies & 
Acces.ories 
Smoll Anlmols 
Conories Porok_,. Finches 
10 gal aquorlum •••.••• 5.99 
55 gal oquoriUM, •.••• 69.C9 
Oleoouftll .. not....,ID ......... 
doe or cot food cw enr 10le 1-. 
SIBERIAN Hl'SKIES. 
~~~~~~~:!·s.~u'i,. r..::~ .. 
Layaway. 724-7897. 3461Ah94 
~~m~~';ll~Fi~':R:".!Y.5!2~~~ 
and birds also dog and cat sur. ~~:f.Ckman eo .. ~~7~l\~'t~c 
WANTEDLARGF. BIRDCageand 
ac:cessories. Keith. 457156935atAh94 
Bicycles 
SEARS 26", 7 months old, 
~~f1!r:~l!!~i J:.~:~rer-~~0 or 
3599Ai91 
Cameras 
I 
Books 
ARE YOU IMPORTANT or im· 
potent in today·s world~ "We Are 
The Ones·· says )"OUr own mmd 
contains the makrngs or ht.story. 
37Jpp. paperback, $7.50. Com· 
monsense Books. ID, Box 287,1 
Bedford, lolA 01730. 35+:Aml07 
Musical 
ACOUSTIC 126 BASS Amp. 100 
... atts. 13 inch JBL, R~cl!er:backer 
-11101 and case. Best olrer, 549-1596 
aaer 5. 3+:7 An90 
TROMBONE. KING-
CLEVELAND. Excellent Con· 
dition with case, SJ30. 687-2145 
alter 5. 3576An90 
FOR RENT 
Apartments 
Nowta ng 
Spring Contracts 
for efficie!'lcies, one 
bdrm and two bdrm 
apts. 3 blocks from 
campus. No pets. 
Glenn Will ....... Rental 
510 So. University 
457-7941 
CARBONDALE, IN NEED otan t 
apartment'! We have vacanc1es. 
smgle or double occupancy, 
complete!•• furnished. \lie pay 
uttltties. Apply m _g;rson. Offil'e, 
511 S. Graham, 457 12. &"~la~ 
1 APARTMENT FOR 2 people-, 
sonhomore a!R'roved on-camg::. ~ ~-= . Includes ;.::~8~.1 
Royal Rentals 
Apt~rtments 
Efficiency Apts. $130/ mon 
t Bdrm Apts. $175/mon. 
21Wrm Moltlle H-
10x50 $115/mon 
12x50 $120/ mon 
All locotions are furnished 
A.C.. SOME UTilffiES FURNISHED 
NO PITS 
457-4422 
APARTMENT FOR RENT • 
Unfurnished. one-bedroom, all 
electric, near Murphysboro 6114-
3413. ~'>Ba91 
El-'FICIENCY APARTMENT 
FOR n:nt, $135-mooth. (water lr 
g-:~'1.=~iei~~-to ~~~ 
CAMBRIA. 3 ROOM apartment 
~eS!~:~~:.._r~~=t:t~~~~ 
Nr, lease. 985·2824. 83562Ba91 
APAIITMENTS 
N.')W RENTING FOA 
!.UMMER I FAll 
";iiU OpprDIIed for 
ll>phomores Qnd up 
eaturir.-; 
Eff.<i..,.i->ts. I. 2 I 3 bel. 
Splirl..-oi!ct,'b. 
ith Swimming pool 
Air condtt1on1ng 
WoU to Wolf carpe'tn 
Fu~ .... furn•sh«f 
Cable TV ...-vice 
CROWN GRAPV.t!' CAMERAS. Mao.,•enanceservice 
film holders. hangers. earners, Chon ""'9"•11• 
~:r:t~~g E~~r~~~nP.e":!~.c~~~: VERY Cl:~ T~~AMPUS 
ilryers. 9'11-5557. 3S50AJ90- Foronformori.,stapby 
I CA-NoN -JOO:'IIM F.4.5 H,_ A~kinf The Wall Street Quads 
! ;,::~~:;";;:~::~ ·:;~~r 
I Nfo:\\. · •. CO·!\·IPI.F.TE SCU\A diving OFFICE HOURS: set sa.';O or be~t. also r·adt.o con- I Mon-Thur·Fri 9 to Spm tn~led_~t.~n_e S2ii0 nr ~~· ~us!t S . d 11 3 . 5e~ j]r,.o. ~ 1!H!!1 , . ~;soAk_.. .. '--~a~tu:;:;r~o;:.L;is:..,:.·.;;:.a:-.;m.___. 
GARDEN PARK 
ACRESAPTS. 
Sophomore approved 
Now accepting applications 
for Faii'BO 
Junior and Senior 
apartments also availabl 
Jtt.2135 
ADJOir-'ING CAMPUS. A 2. a 3. 
and a 7 bedroom. furnt.shed. new. 
rustic. Call4574522. afteB~Ba93 
Ml'RPHYSBORO. very nice -2 ~'t::Wif.13 per montli~fa~ 
MURPifl'S8oR0. very nice ~~ 
bedroom. $165 per monUI. 529-~ 
or 549-7723. 83600Ba93 
t-SEDROOM~emifur· 
nished, close to campus_. See Steve 
Elliott. 406 S. Umverlllty Apt. 2. 
Carbondale. between 5-6~.1 B:l1W 
Houses 
2. 3 and 4 bedroom, cl05e to ~-Pus- Call betwce~~Jbl~~ 
~~~i!~~i ~~~~Esf8~1u~:.:..1 
for smgle, pet, water. trash; also 
trailer. rent $125. 457-6167. 457-
3749. 83517Bbl114 
CRAB ORCHARD ESTATF.~. J 
bedroom house. g~;, :.eat, air 
conditioner. water & garuage 
included $260.00 mo. 2 bedroom 
trader $150.00 mo. 549-7180 after 
5:00. 350iBb90 
!\tEAR CEDAR LAKE. 5-acres. 3-
bedrooms, pay CIPS only. set up 
for wood r,tove. free firt'wood~ts 
allowed. available Feb. I, ~Bb!li 
SMALL, NICE 3 miles east. 2 or 3 
~~: ~i;l! :~~ k~~~';':S 
lr water included. Call457-~. 
B3582Bb92 
TWO PEOPLE NEED I more for 
three bedroom house, furnished. 
all utilities included, $125 a month 
each. 457-4334. 83560Bb93 
STUDENT RENTALS 
3 AND 4 81DROOM 
HOUSES, CLOSI TO 
CAMPUS 
Call. between 4:00 
and .S:OOpm. 
529-J_I)82 549-6880 
PoiURPHY~BORO · LARGE 
OLOEK J Dedroom home, ap· 
~~e:fl~rJ~::.~l~P· $200. 
3598Bb93 
CARBONDALE HOUS!IIIG. Large 
2 bedroom lurnished house, 
~:Sf:t~!y .•Jr mil::c:;~~~~f ci::: 
hnndale Ramada Inn on Old Route 
l3West.Caii68Hl45. 836o9Bb98 
HOUSE FOR REIII"'. 3 bedrooms. 
~~~-~~ts .. ~t:; 
Carbondale Housing. 
Extra Nice .. Bdrm, 
furnished house, 3 blocks 
from campus, wall-to-wall 
carpet. Absolutely no pets, 
Call M4-41.U 
Mobile Homes 
CARBONDALE. l"lx60, AT-
TRACT!\ E 2 bedroom, a1r. car· ~~~~~<!f J~~- M~.h~~~~~xanne 
.l4258c9l 
• NICE 2 BEDROOM. furnished, 
energy sa.-..ng. no UPS. near 
campus, sorry no pets. 457·5266. 
835.188t~ 
2sii>-Ri)i)·~;.--w ARRENRoad 
~r:.s~~urderpi""""·~ 
NICE. 2-BEDROOM, 1 mile from 
~:l:1: available im=~e~ 
HUGE 2-BEDROOM. 70XI4, clean, 
carpeted. nicely furnished. 
~~~~su!'.i~~8-~~~oom, 
3551Bc96 
TRAILERS 
S100-S180 per month 
CHUCK RENTALS 
549-3374 
THREI!: LARGI!: BEDROOMS, 
two baths, washer-dryer, <'ar-
C::!.~'a~~rp~J~i't~~~ 
7653 or 549-6!187. B3S71Bc97 
IJNDERPINNING. WASHER-
DRYER, air conditioning. two full 
baths. in extra sharp 12x60 at 
Southern Park. Phone 549-7653 or 
549-69117. 83S72Bl'97 
TWO BEDROOM, CARPETED at 
$175.00 549-2621. B3616Bc93 
12x60, TWO BEDROOM, large 
living room A bath. Water A trash 
~7~:iJree i.-us to sm. st~'roir::; 
TRAILER FOR RENT • C.:.m-
tr;:~:l1!rl~f:~il~a!!_ BoMie. 
36228c!M 
land 2 beclroom trailers from·- to$115. month. 
'plus utilities. In various 
locot~ons. 529-1436 
fromto .... 3pm. 
Rooms 
CABLE TV. ALL utilities paid, 
ma1d service. $52.50 per week. 
King's Inn Motel. 549-40~j 13Bd9JC 
PRIVATE ROOM, CAR· 
BONDALE, in apartment for 
stuoents. Can do own cook1ng, TV 
~f~m;~~~~·~~~~~~~~ 45~~ 
1
7352 B3496Bdlll-IC 
ROOM FOR Rt:NT. 105 South Lark 
Lane. phone 457-40115. 3633~ 
TOP COED HOUSE has openinfu 
~~~:!:. loc;N~~m!~~~e f~~~~~~~ 
utilities, 54!1-3174. 36348d94 
Roommate• 
WALKf!IW DISTANCE, 
SPACIOUS Rooms, SilO month. 
~Yr;;m':-~·~~.a~.ver:t::~ 
CARBONDALE MOBILE HUMES 
~?iiti~c=-:~t';~~ol.1:~.~ 
33828e90 
PLEASE RF.NT ME! Two 
bedrooms, need someone, $110 
monthly. 3 blocks campus and 
town. 324 W. Walnut. anyti=Be93 
FEMALE-IMMEDIATELY FOR 
Lew;s Park Apt., own room. ~ 
~::~~t·e:i~~- ~.=r ~:. 
3892. 35011Be92 
FEMALE ROOMMATE 
NI':EDED. SilO month plus utilities. 
1 block from campus. Sl9-3496. 60t 
b. Poplar. 3S30Be91) 
MALE GRAD OR serious un-
dergrad. Own room in great 2 
b\'<iroom aP.t. Cer.tral heat, AC. 
$1-!0 montlily includes utihties, 
cable. No pets. 457-846Z. 3513Be92 
FEMALE ROOMMATE 
NEEDED. fur la,.e ...,_, doae to &rr::.· ~~ mooth.~o:o 
A MISS OR a Ms. wtll love her own 
room in this new three bedroom 
home behind Murdale Shopping 
Ct'ttter, with wa•r-<lner. car-
peting. aU tlv: extras. P'bone ;.t9-
6987or ~1427 arter5:00. 
B3S73Be97 
TW ;, PFOPI.E ~~EFD1 more for 3 
t•t-droom h""""· lurm~hed. all 
Ullhties inc:h • .Jeo. $1.2.'> a monlb 
•·a<·h. -ia7-4J:H. B:!a5!1S..'I:l 
FEMALE HOOMMATE to share • 
No. I trailer. 613 K Colle~. no 
pets. 457-7639._,_ ____ ~Be93 HELP WANTED 
R<.OMMATE TO SHARE 2 Br 
t~~bc'!~al!eft~~:thaf~ ,n,e~,r !\IE ]'I;! WOM_EN' JOBS~ 
CaD Steve 687-2891. 363tBe991 CrUJsi:'Shlps! Sa1hl'!g Expedition.'!! 
.~a1hng cam~. No PXperaence. 
ROOMMATE NEEDED IM- <~ood pay _Summt>r. Careerc 
1\IEDIATELY to share 3 ht'droom ! !liatlonwJdP. Wor!dw1de! Send $4.95 
trailer, $75 monthly, one third I f?r apph•:11!ion-mfo-referrals to 
~ilities. 549-75&1. --~·lfk-_92 ~~:=~~~~~ d I~ OX ~:lii-97 
WANTED ROOMMATE TO share 
r..~e~e':rft.~ ares, =et':!. )~~ 
best. 549-51-15. 3635Bl'90 
MALE ROOMMATE WA:'IITED. 
~1:r~~:p~~':..t~~~, ::~.W~i~ 
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED 
10 ~hare a house with ~- Room 
and board m exchAnge_ for light 
housekeeping and cookmg. Send 
brief resume to P.O. Box 2815. 
carbondale. 3583Be92 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 
- Lewis Park. 4 bedroom. $82.00 a 
month - February rent paid. Call 
549-7211. 361.fBe93 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 
for furnished 2 bedroom apartment 
close to campus. $150 month in-
dudes utilities. 549-1783. 36l1Be91 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 
for '!-bedroom trailer. free bus. $90 
montn, '.'ickae.457-8064. 3607Be91 
ROOI\fMATE NEEDED TO Share 
two bedroom house Sl25 per month 
plus~~ utilities, 687-4427. 3594Be92 
ROOM )lATE WANTED, MALE or 
female to share two bedroom 
~'lf~~liti~~R~:~~~1;,_'60 plus 
3581Be91 
FEMAL'F; '10 SHAHE Large 
Mobile Home- •% bath in bedroom, 
washer. drver. excellent condition. 
$135-montli includes utilities. Call 
457-81164. 3S87Be90 
Duplex 
CARTERVILLE- DUPLEX- new-
2 bedroom - storage - washer, 
dryer hook·up- privacy, 9115-2!116. 
J48.tBfl03 
CARBONDALE Dl'PI.EX. 2 
=~-~~~·.;~\~~~ .::: :;;:~••'• Shoppioa Cen~.:~ 
Wanted to Rent I 
WAN'!'ED A LARGE Bedroom in 
an apartment or bouse near 
~;:r;a::Ttik~~i~~trln~o:;~: 
10 study. 549-51-15. 3636Bg90 
..... Hame Lots 
FREE I MOVETO -· 
Rt• 51 North .... :..:_:_ 
549-3000 -= 
CRAB ORCHARD LAKE M.H.P., 
Carbondale. Expanding. Excellent 
facilities. Free month's rent. Small 
pets OK. 549-7513. 3249BL9:' 
RACCOON VALLEY; lsi mo. t't!llt 
~e.t~:igs ~~ ':!ut~e:l·~J\t?. 
6167 or 457-57-19. B3237BL!I7C 
Tracie your 
olcl hat 
fora new 
hat In the 
D.E. Claulflecls 
BARTENDERS--COCKTAIL 
WAITRESSES-models for 
fashion shows needt'd. Apply at 
Beefmaster Restaurant. Route 13, 
Carterville. 3460C'92 
NURSING OPPORTUNITIES. 
:;~ii~~sava~~~~~~nd l:~~N~~ 
starting salaries and benefits 
wh1ch include tuition rein· 
bursement and a differential 
schedule of 8 1 2 pucent for 
evenings. and 11 1: pf<~cent for 
~~~:'·P~~~~ ~:;~ ~e~!~~~ 
Hor:;r.ital -ID4 W.l\lam St., Car-
~~~ni~9f~~~~".:i-. 17~:Wi~~l 
PART·TIME SECRETARY for 
• typing. dictation and 
~~:.~~~;~~-t.Pflli~!i~~tt~~~~ 
bondale. 3535C90 
------
STAFF P~ITIUN, Illinois South 
Project, Collectively run public 
Interest orgamzallon. $9,500 
!~J~is ~r.fc:~::!r'dev~1;~:~ 
issues. Fundraising. 701 N. Park, 
He;nn 62!1-13. 16t8l 942-6613. 
3566C91 
------------------REGISTEHEO X-RAY 
TECHNICIA!Ii. Ful.!-time position. 
We offer an excellent starling 
salary with new improved salaries 
:n~Sfn tf~1rf~e.Son~~~!rr!i 
1!!':~~::. 1~~~ ext1 :V~ ~hri&;i 
--------------
SERVICES 
OFfEREO 
PREGNANT! 
call BIRTHRIGHT 
Free confidential assistance 
and pregnancy testing. 
2-7 pm Mon-Fri 9-l Sot. 
Mt-JHot 
BOLEN FURNITI'RE REPAIR -
~o·mest quali~ craftsmanship ~-ith 
over 30 vear s experience to serve 
your fui-nature repa1r needs. 337 
Lewis Lane,Carboitdalt -ia7-4924. 
l-'3022E91C 
I -PARTS; AND I S~RVICES Rt. 51 North 549-3000 
NEED A PAPER Typed? IBM 
Selec>rie, iast &: accurate, 
reasonable rates. 54~'1258. 308!1E92 
l~~~~rE:s. o~~nE,~:Ap~~~f!~ 
~:=. ~1-~f! PriP~~:o&: 
NHDA.almQN 
INfOIIMAIIOHt 
To help you through this eJ(- ' 
perience we give you com-
plete counseling of any 
duration betore and after 
the procedure. 
• CALL US 
M-..:-wec.n." 
Call Collect ·n4-t91-ISOJ 
Or Tall Free 
100--127-.... 
BEf'O!'oiE A BARTENDER. 
('lasses taught by professionals at 
a Carbondale N1~1it spot. Call the 
~r~~n schoo of ~~~E~~'t 
Rl':MODELLING. ROOFING. 
~!Po!~~a~~n~i~t~n~~~~-~~e'~\ 
RHome Improvement Co. 
B3512E lol6C 
PANACEA REPAIR S.fo.Ii.VICE-
appliances. home 11n<1 tra1ler 
"'Pairs. very !'l:a.>unable, 529-221;2. 
~: .. -8372. 3593E92 
A- I TY .I.'IALS 
New Zenith Color $25.00 
1-'1':!\IALE BLACK & WHITt: 
Boarder Collie With black collar. 
also male black Lab w1th wh1te 
chest and brown collar. 893-2802 or 
R!l3 2-165. 3621 G92 
FOUND 
\'Ol"SG MALE BLACK Lab Has 
biack leather collar and 19i9 ·Cook 
County rab1es tag. Call 687·2567 
aftl'r" p.m. 358-IH!IO 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
monthly. Black & White !fu~~~~i,E~~~!n"a~1_0:f~"fyt~g~ 
$15.00monthly. Free '• rr .. lewestofl-57, MMion. 
Maintenance. Free Delivery. 83555.191 
L----..;•::;5~7.;.:·7~tet:::, ___ _,l BEDWETTING, BEDSOILING 
~!\~'f~!S~en:;.~~:inft;~ae~ 
~~?fmeaol ~-l'Oo Ch~~g 
ABORTION-FINEST 1\IEDICAL 
care. Immediate appointments. 
¥~~'r~~t:.;.:::=: 83J'I'tu~-
co\"ER 'S 'JPHOLSTERY. 
~~ 1t~~et~1fi~1~~e[Jbri~nt 
supplies ava8abit!. Call529-ltJ52. 
B3286E101C 
Printing Plant 
Photocopying 
Offset Copying 
Offset Printmg 
Thesis Co,ies 
R.·sumes 
Cards 
60t- <; Jlli"ois • Carbondale 
• '7-7732 
WANTIO 
ENTF.RTAINERS. MUSICIANS. 
of all va;-ielies to ~rform at Eaz-N 
Coffeet..xase. cali -157-8165 between 
9 and J. 83564fo.92 
Autos, Trucks 
Junken, and Wrecks 
SELL NOW 
for Top Dollar 
Karstens 
N. New Era Road 
Carbondale 
457.0421 457-6319 
WANTED: CITIZENS, 
ESPECIALLY veterans, who are 
~mfta~~e:oci~r a~~., ~~~~j~ 
collapse. Write ehristian-Patriots 
Defense Lea~ue or Citi:~:ens 
~e~::;,R~~~t~~i ~t 
~i:7w~l.H'; ~~~~ ~~ ~i~Je,r_~o 
T'.Jesday, February 12. 36271''93 
ROBERT ADAMS OF Adams and 
~·oy Rare Books, Chicago, wiD bt. 
~~:~~ ~~:ts i~~~~i:~~~: 
area fo'riSay Feb. 8. For ap-
poimtments. call1618l 5-19-8t85. 
3626F92 
LOST 
~"'1': SILVER PIN with 3 roses 
on it. Sentirr.ental value. Reward, 
please call: 457-2994. 3596G92 
MAN'S GOW WEDDING Ring. 1· 
31-80 in Rec Center locker room or 
ti~~-$~~e~im 549·289~~~i 
LOST BETWEEN COM-
MUNICATIONS A Wham. Black 
comb with silver "P" on handle. 
Reward. -157-5646aslt for Pete. 
3615G92 
LOST: CLASS ftiSG. Loyola 
Aca~emv at GIPn W1l!iams Rental. 
Rt>Y:ard.' e.aa t;reg. 5-llt-o618 or 457-
1151>1. 3613G90 
LOST· GJo:f<MA:'II SIIF."HERD 
Mill Puvpv: 6 mo. dd femaiP 
wt"3r";;; ~·!::!P flea ~liar r-esponds 
I ~~~~';:'y".Kl"..:trU Call "::!~ti:~i 
DEPRESSION-MARRIAGES--
YOUTH and Family--
Cohabitational Problems--
Counseling- Center for Hurr. .. ot 
~~elopm~:-ot--Jiio ch~j~~ 
St:N!Ii\' FLORIDA ROl"NDTRIP 
re::w~~ J~tT'i:a ~~ ~r!e·a ~~ 
conditioned bus March 14 re~um 
~::~~n.I~~~~'::~i~~~" 
7-9PM. 3603.191 
BACKGA!\!\10:'11 TOl'R!IiA!'oiENT 
&p.m. Wed. Renaissance Room. 
trophies. prizes. free club mern-
~sh1ps. St.OO entry-C~~::-
tnAGA 
Gift Shop 
Inventory Sole 
25% off 
N. '•- N.ll 1\11-F 11 a.m.-4 
BUSiNiSS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
CARBONDALE OFFICE FOR 
=-~}~:~y.~~ft*~·r.rai~~~ 
square feet. 457·3595. 83578M92 
lliEED EXTRA MONEP New 
fPafeam p:i~~~s b~~a~~l~~~ 
};;~:::~~~~ J_~P8_~~~~;:;M:e. ~~ 
3493, carbondale. IL. 62001. 
3590:\198 
RIDERS WANTED 
DOWTMISS'IIII 
•oan 
KII.MTO•OP 
I'III .. .J•Y 
READING 'INI 
D.E. CLASSIFIED$! 
llail" t-:~yptian. F'r:'hroary 6. !'ltl\1. Page 19 
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Impact of ~drinking age 
felt 01 different degrem 
Bv Andn-w Zinner 
sian Writer 
The impact of the new 
drinking age is being felt in 
d1fferent degrees by Car-
bondale bars and liquor stores, 
according to bar and liquor 
sta~ owners contacted Mon-
day. "While those responding 
agreed that the new law isn't 
helping t"<f'ir business, some are 
being hu!'t more than others. 
One casualty of the new law 
has been Booby's, at 4tl6 S. 
~~~~:id~~~~~~~~fecr~~~t~~ 
business has dropped "over 50 
percent at the bar. and we'd be 
in bad shape without the sand-
wich sales." Happy hour has 
been eliminated at Booby's 
to discourage underage 
drinkers from trying to take 
advantage of the lower prices, 
Feld said. 
He added that since Boobv's 
is also a restaurant. ihe 
responsibility of checking 
identification has been left to 
the bartender. A sign behind the 
bar tells the bartender wh.:;;i 
birth date is effective for 
drinking under the new law. 
At the Pinch Penny Pub, 605 
E. Grand. business hasn't been 
affected much, largely because 
the average age m the clientele 
at the Pub is 25-vears-i>ld. ac-
cording to manager James 
Kelly. He explained that 
"January is a strange month, 
because everyone is broke from 
the holidavs... He added. 
though, that business in 
January this year was better 
than last year. 
The "carding" responsibility 
falls upon b;~rtenders and 
waitresses at Pitch Penny, 
Kelly said. He nid that his 
business wouldn't be damaged 
much by the new law. rather, 
another factor-the light 
economy-wiU be more 
damagmg. 
According to Edward Prince. 
managt•r of The Club at 408 S. 
Illinois, his business is down, 
but about the same as last year 
at this time. He said that 
January is usually a slow time 
of year. At The Club, the bar-
tender checks identification at 
the bar. 
~~~~~~~~~se::n~~~f: tt?~ :!!n!: 
We cater to an older crawd. but 
it's still too early to tell," a 
bartender said. One noticeable 
develop~rent has ~ri the in-
creased sale of fruit juices. 
according to the bartender. 
Identification checkiug at 
Hanj?;ar 9 is done at the door. 
and those old enough to dnnk 
are stamped. 
Another bar reporting little 
difference in business was 
Gatsby's, also located on Soutll 
Illinois Avemw . A bartendt.!r 
there said the reason was that 
the atmosphere there attracts 
"an older type of person." He 
estimated that business might 
be down 10 percent to 15 per-
cent, but added that Gatsby's 
has estabhshed a good business. 
The bar uses two stamps at the 
bar, om! for those over 21 years 
of age and one for Wlderage 
drinkers. 
Speculation on the impact m 
the new drinking age was that 
while bars surrered. liquor 
st(\res would prosper. But this 
has not been the case. according 
to three CPrbondale liquor store 
0\trlf'J"S. 
~:1 Hoffmann. manager of 
ABC Liquors at 109 N. 
Washington. said that business 
there is dowr.. but only slightly. 
He explaint>d that in 1974.. when 
the drinkinl{ age was lowt'retl. 
~is e:n~:~~:~.i~~ft!5fa~ 
of aver~ges tells me that a 
similar drop could occur now, 
but Ule drop has been only a 
slight one." 
He has noticed a different 
pattern m buying, he said. "The 
sale of packaged beer is down 
slightly, while keg and hard 
liquor sales are up a little. 
We're selling slightly more hard 
liquor than beer and wine so 
far." 
Hmfman also said that he had 
a "box full of fake identification 
cards." He said that. upon 
noticing a fake card being used, 
ABC employees give the user 
two choices-either give up the 
card or wait for the police to 
come. 
Eastgate Uquors' manager 
Mark Oshinski iaid that be has 
noticed litUe change in businea 
there, except that they tum 
more potenbal customers away 
than before. 
It is still too early to teD a boot 
the .new law's impact on sales at 
Old Town Liquors at 314 S. 
Illinois. an employee there 
explained. He said that January 
is traditionally a slow month, 
and said he expects a more 
accurate assessment after 
another month. 
One manal!er. Fotios 
Y.arayiannis of Pinch Penny 
Liquors, said lie noti<'~ an 
increase of · 'sho1Jping list 
buying," which shows that 
someone old enough to buy 
liquor is doing tht:: shoJ)IIing !,r 
underage drinkers, too. 
He also pointed to the 
problem of falsifietl iden-
tification. "There are vast 
numbers of legitimate-looking, 
hut fake. cards." he said. 
Karayiannis also predicted that 
the sale m kegs would go up. 
crea~ing what be c:alled "self-
made merchants." That is. 
people who buy kegs and then 
sell beer to underage drinkers 
at home. 
Past, present SIIJ atllletes 
do not fat·or OIJmpic boycott 
ICoatiaudfnHD Pag•H 
because their team is the most 
challenging compet'•'-n. 
"The U.S. and Russian teams 
usually take top places in 
certain events and it just 
"ouldn't be the same without 
Cl)mpeting against them." he 
sattl. "If the U.S. isn't at the 
Olvrnpics, I don't think other 
countries will come either." 
Track coach Lew Hartzog 
said that participating i_n ~he 
Olympics woul~ be sactt~mng 
Soviet moves m AfghaniStan. 
"I have never been happy 
about the games being held in 
Moscow." Hartzog said. "In 
Hussia there is little freedom of 
movement and both the athletes 
and the fans would be too 
restricted. The Games are a 
political event and a boycott 
such as the • .. ne proposed by the 
president would have caused a 
world war twenty years ago. 
But becaUSE' of the existence of 
nuclear weapons, a decision will 
take more ttme. •• 
Hartzog said he feels more is 
at stake than just sports. 
··we would be verv narrow if 
we as athletes thought sports 
was more important than this 
world's situation," he said. ''A 
boycott won't be the end of the 
modem Olympics. I h~pe that in 
the fut\IJ'e a central placr that 
wGUid be acceptable to arl .ne 
world JNWers can be dedded 
upon." 
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Psychic tvorks to ltelp police 
• · · f bod led Iowa police to the body of a 
By ~an Athans found the re~am: 0 a Y m man who had been missing for 
staAffhousWrite!f "th f. h"ldr n H~!rr:.~he~:e a~e other cir- two months. J~t last Friday 
ewt e WI 1ve c I «: . she was called m to ass1st a 
from a small town near P~na cum!'tances ~.hat no _one IS sure search for the bodies of three 
might be the most unhkely ofnghtnow. _shesatd.:n1l.that children who fell off a train 
person to help solve police in- may be true if Alex~n er IS ~s tressel into a river in Indiana. 
vestigations that havt dragged ac.~u.rate as she clalmbas kshfe IS. Alexander said she controls 
on for months I' rom calls I get c rom h. bT . .. I 
But Greta Alexand..•r, a 41· people about_what has actually ~~!r:Slc --~ ~~rltt~e:uak~n e: 
year-old "psychic.. from happen~. I figure rr~. ~~~u::d' somethim!. If there is I!Oing to 
Delevan, does JUSt that. at aroun 80 fldrcen. · h · l be an earthql.iake or tidal wave, 
Her most recent case OC· Al~xan~~ oesn t ave JUS ( et the teeung without 
curred last week when she and one lucky guess to her cre?it. t ~ .. h .d 
three other psychics located though. She said she helped fmd ~fg· sd e sal . aid she 
what is thought to be the Larry Dean Kotter. a drowned . exan ehr s h" bTl 
remains of Golden St. John, a boy, and led police and divers to discovered er ,syc tc a 1 1 Y 
77-year-old woman from the site. In June. she sa1d !hP t('ontlnutd on Pa~~t• " 
Equality, Ill .• IOC'ated 50 miles 
east of Carbondale. St. John has 
been missing since June 20. 
State police say they suspect 
foul play because St. J(\hn was 
stricken with arthritis and 
barelv able to walk. Her 
husband said it was unlikely she 
would \\ander three-quarters of 
a mile into the woods near her 
home. 
After a police invo>:Jtigation 
turned up no leads, relatives of 
the woman called the four 
psychies. all m whom agreed 
that St. John was dead. This is 
whe~ Alexander came in. 
"I saw her rocking and saw 
that she had a hard time 
walking." Alexander said in a 
telephone interview recently. "I 
saw her falling in mud an<.l 
water and felt I had to pull her 
out." 
She told police about her 
psychic "feelings" and they 
later flew her to Equality to 
walk the area. A~ter giving 
police an area to search. they 
mTNIPIUYIO• 
SPlCIIUSTS SIIIC( 1131 
Jor lfltpnqr,on &aoo:t ortttr Cffttr·~ 
'"~T!QniOUSC+!It!LAaro-•d 
Ouhod<' NY St•t• 
Clll ''" fllff, -m-nat 
Put your love in print 
Courses for the 
Spring MCA T & OAT 
in Carbondale will 
start in March. Those 
interested please coli 
collect. 
(314) "1-nt1 
With a Daily Egyptian Classified Love Ad 
D-clllne1:00 p.m. Tuesday. Feltruary 12 fori 
pultlicatlon Felt. 14. 1910 (NO FOREiGN LANGUAGE) 
Signature __________ _ 
Name--------------~------
Address & Phone-------
3 LINES 
FOR $1.50 
lust fill In the form 
clip ancl mall with 
$1.50to the 
Dally E1yptlan 
I I 
I I 
·come look over whatss 
better.,~t Kroger =-:.=.--· 
~/S SILVER PI.ATYIR 14-17-LB AVG. WHOU 
PORI LOIN C05l COUNTWYSTYLI amtll SLICED BACON ~··c SfKIAl r- ~99c SUCfOFiftl 
511 YEll PI.A nfR QUAl! T£R $ 
Nii'N SLICED INTO 1'' PICNIC STYlE FllfSH 98~ :::~, .......... . CHOPS ••••••• .._ 
US GRAD( A 10-14-LB. AVG. 
RlfSH !WITH POP-UP TIMER! u• 
TUllEY •••••• .._ 
suao , 1_ Sf.U IOtOGIIA :: .... 
:w:Pll$ .... :: $1 Jt ~ .... ---__1!!11!11!~-
-···h •• OICG II~ 
~"""Of 'f'IIP-' ANC• a"'" a flllle ~ OGP\ ~ .. ,~,_,., U S CHOIU PltECARVfO 
LANIB ... $1'' SHOULDII IOAR •••• 
LARGf .... S1" STUFFm CLAMS • • • • • ft.-
WIISOM COliN KING wtr..i $1 Sf 
IOtiiUSSIIAM ... 
11·11·11. ..... suae-
suao sl-IIUIITR lACON ~ .., 
R B t1a·s 
WHOlE HOG 1 .. $14f SAUSAGE ..... ... 
FAMilY PAk FRYER 
lEGS. cost 
TIIIGIIS 01 :.;:: 
DIUMSTICIS 
~.lie 
Serving you camas First Kroqe<tolresa-rOipr ........ ,,,em.e 
sell We H II@ ha!IPy to help yov woth your 
in the Krager Garden :=:-oft::.. "":".....:::~~·0:: yoo ... 
VINl!IIIPE ~ 
JsALAD- $1 OO con MOONUGffr MESH 99~ =: MUSH· TOM~9_!?·~~2' n 100_.!~2S· 
. SoliS Sl.DO 
FIHO RIPfNIEO RII5H w 
CAlifORNIA 
.....-&& •••••• - INOIM RIVER wttll( HEAD SIIDliSS lmUCI film Of THf SEASON 7'1' RESIIIIIUIAU • • ... GUPIFIUIT 
... 41C JONAIUN APPlES ':- $119 :: IIC Siu REO RIPf 19C ~:· .. ~·~ WATRMF.lON ....... --~~~:r'~ 
_.. ...... 
U.S. :-10. I ('f_ ............. l CALIFOIINIA SfEOLISS 
lED 
- - -
&: NAVR 
POTATO:S lEAN SIIOW 101 CIIOY OIAIIGIS ~$111 SPIOU1S PUS 01 KtPPA 8 .. -$1 
... 41e ... II< ... II< 
•o.··· \1"' AJIIIIIO.Q\.111 1~\1·)0 'itl..,; lie ..... ~------------------l~-----~----~-----~---~--------------, DIORITiorl$13~ R.C.COLA ,., 
...0.. ..... 
...... 
SPOWGHT -lOW PIKI 1 .... 
•ANCOFm ........ ... 
LIQUID 5ftC 
.IGIITIUACI ••••• - 7 -
J()lei!ON&--& 
IAif _....., ...... *1 .. 
SUMPOO ~~··· .... 9.,. $211 ... , ........ ,. 1641: I'M1Y 140!1 $1 ,. 
IlL ·-·'* 
' 
1 
0 .. 0 O • ~ l • I 0 1 
Cast Cutter Bonus Buys 
..-----... ~TANT ..... ts• 
15< OH lAIR ~CDHII • • •• • • •• • R..Um 
FA .. IC IOflllft =:::-- ...... ':· $3ft fOl.GD'S 
IOUNCEm ""'!An u .... u•• COffEl 5111 
..... -... ••• ... ..., Si!7 •1• =--·····'~73' n.e.; I :._a. IIITMOUT- ,,..._ 97' c.. 
_ ............ c.. ..._ ____ r 
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l Day;~ams in ,muter 
of sunshine and Cubs 
s_,·nrt·ww romtJ.": 
l~onist·ilw~ Iris/a, 
NlfllllrP t·if'toriPS 
!("ontlnaf'd from Pal(~ Z·U 
And a•t entire season is much 
of the same. The Cubs 
traditionally start off fast. hang 
on long enough to tease the 
Windy City fans with :he idea of 
a winner, then fade in August 
and September like the sun in 
the west. They're as dependable 
as a Swiss watch. 
Unfortunately for the pen-
nant·starved fans, the situation 
won't cbange ~~ext year unless 
the Cubs sta1't shuffling some 
personnel. It should be obvious 
to General Manager Bob 
Kennedy and new Manager 
Preston Gomez that the Cubs 
wiU not win with the people they 
have. But thev shouldn't panic. 
because a complete overhaul is 
not necessary. 
A left-handed starter. a third 
baseman that can hit homP runs 
and a catcher thclt can keep his 
batting average above his 
weight would be a good start ~o 
moving the Cubs out of therr 
dogfillht with the New York 
Mets- for last place of the 
Eastem Division. And they may 
be aU the team needs. 
Alas, if the Cubs' brain trust 
does Jecide that they can be 
willllUS with what they've got, 
aU I can say is, let it snow. let it 
snow, let it snow. • 
Bv The Ass~iaiM Prus 
·when they played last year. 
the Svracuse basketball team 
buried Siena by 52 poin~. It 
wasn't as bad this time. The 
Orangemen "only" won by 35. 
"It was a good opportunity to 
give everyone a shot to play." 
said Syracuse Coach Jim 
Boeheim after Monday night's 
99-64 rout. "It gave us a chance 
to work on our defense and 
)Jf"Uboning, and I thought we 
diu a good job on our defense." 
''Roosevelt <Bouie) makes 
such a difference against a 
team like Siena. Roosevelt 
dominates so much, they just 
give up. They can't handle 
him." 
Sheets fills leadership role Last year's 144-92 Syracuse romp, which set several all-time school records, by the way. 
prompted a tongue-in-cheek 
"Beat Siena Week" on the 
Syracuse campus. The 
promotion of banners, chants 
and a sea of "Beat Sienna" T-
shirts came to Monday's game. 
tC•tillaf'd fru. Pa&~ 241 
"M.J. was ready to transfer, 
but I convinced her to stay when 
I got the job." Powers said. 
"She had been disappol'ltl'd 
with sfJme things in 1'he 
program, but she was ablf' to 
turn it around. She won t!wee 
events in the state meet, which 
..timulated her to col"!!!!r.Je." 
In ru~ this :;~ar, Sheets has 
turned in ~;f~time best times in 
three different events. 
"It's surprising that a 
swimmer can achieve times as 
good as hers withcout tapering. 
those times are excellent tor 
someone who's training bard," 
Powers said. "Were expecting 
great things from her at the 
state meet." 
Sheets began her swimming 
career with a country club at 
age 5 and never took lessons. 
She is unsure what the future 
holds when the SIU season is 
over . 
"I haven't decided if I'll keep 
going. It depends on if I make it 
to the AlA W nationals or the 
.1\AU nationals." Sheets, a 
cll)thing and textiles major. 
said. "I've thought about the 
OlympiC$, but it's a matt~ of 
getting the bmea dO'IWI'I· 
"Our only regret was that 
they were making a zoo out of 
the game," said Siena guard 
Rod Owens. "We took it very 
seriously. I think all the yelling 
and T-shirts got us psyched up a 
little more." 
Howe returns to Detroit 
for 23rd all-star game 
The victory by the nation's 
second-ranked team was one of 
fot.ar by Top Twenty clubs 
Monday n;ght. In other al"tion. 
No. 3 (.nui:~ville wl!ipped 
:lolemphis State.BB-60, No. 9 
Notre Dame trimmed Navy. fil· 
53, and No. 11 North Carolina 
stopped Yale. 85-74. 
1'tie Irish played once again 
without forward Kelly Tripuka. 
who sat out his fourth straight 
game with a strained back. 
Also. Gilbert Salinas sat out 
with a sprained ankle. 
By Thr AssoeiaiM Press 
They asked for .. just one 
more autograpll." and Gordie 
Howe obliged. They asked "just 
one more !icture, Gordie, 
please." an he offered yet 
another wooden smile. perhaps 
his 200th of the !'iational Hockey 
League AII.Star Banquet. 
For a moment. the crowd 
around him abated. and Vaclav 
Nedomansky of the Detroit Red 
Wir1gs walked up to tht• hockt:y 
legend The Czech-born center 
introduced his wife and said. 
"I've always enjoyed your city. 
It's our twme now." 
Howe doesn't play here 
anvmore, but he did for 25 in-
deScribable vears. At 51, a 
Hartford Whaler now, he 
reto.~rns not to "his" city as a 
member of the Prince of Wales 
Conference All.Stars - his 23rd 
appearance in a game that has 
been played only nine times 
without him. 
And practiced now in this 
annuai speech. he says it still is 
a thrill. He stood at the 
microphone before the adoring 
audience at the banquet and 
said he'd like thank "a yooqg 
man named Scottv Bowman." a 
fellow five yean: 'Howe's junior 
and coach o6' the Wales squad 
that seeks its fifth consecutive 
victory tonight over the 
Clarence Cambell stars. 
Monday night, Howe made a 
record appearance to go along 
with his record for AU.Star 
goals Iii)), assists (8). total 
points and penalty minutes < 25). 
He'll play with Minnesota left 
wing Steve Payoo and Boston 
center Jean Rateile. at 39 the 
only other Wales star y.·ho was 
born when Howe made his first 
Ali.Star showing in 1948. 
Elsewhere, Michael Brooks 
scored a game-high 30 points to 
lead LaSalle over Lehigh, 90-79; 
· Randy Smithson and Mike 
Jones teamed for !!5 points to 
lead Wichita State over New 
Mexico State, 80-78. 
Good thrngs for your 
cor 
•Import auto service 
•Import tires 
•New and Used tires 
UnlvenltytMII 
C.,......_le Mt-2117 
The American Tap 
RE IP!i HappyHour 
KISS 11:30-8 
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25¢Drafts 
70¢ Speedrails 
On Special All Day 
& Night 
PepeLopezTequlla 
Sunrises 
704 
50 Sliver Dollar 
Give-away 
m~~~· :r===€~===:e===~~ .. =~~ 
~·~ c:;~~~ M.~~::::· •. z ~~ '(YPRI!'rs SunJ-11 ~@] ~ ~ 109No. Washington l fJAZZ 1 529-9171 
'I' LOUNGE Tonight's Special ~ Bottles of Stroh's /£ I ~ 6~ I 
1•1 The Cypress Jam Night ~ 1 9:3o--t:3o ~~ 
r~ Carbondale's Forum ~ ~ . ~ ~~ for Ltve Jazz ~l 
~1.] DonH:orget Sundd11 L~~ 
!Jiftl~.,.:~=:E:==:~~:=:f=-:~-<·~3~~ ~~fi'!'V:·-· -·~-· ~·--<.:~ ~-
SIU Student Tickets On Solei 
Students tickets for Thursday night's 
SIU-Droke basketball game ore now on 
sole at the SIU Athletic Ticket Office lor 
only SO¢ with a paid fee statement. 
Come cheer the Solukis and see the 
Bulldogs high-scoring Lewis Lloyd in action. 
SIU vs. Drake! 
(NOW SERVIN~ 
.............. 
Homemade Chill 
1\Jade Daily 
~ 
t • ••u,....,...,,..,,_ 
,. 0't, ,-u\ ; t:' 
.,... .. 111' ; ~- • CtU•DfiiiNU 
t'!~~~4 ~~sed by ~il:w~s 
CC•I~ lnnn Pa1e Z4. week of training. took first 
1be divers-Garry Mastey place in the 1.000 . free while 
and Rick Theobald-finished 1·2 B.rown was second, and Bro~"D 
in the one-meter competition mpped Parker by .2 seconds m 
and then reversed finishes in . the 500 free. 
the three-meter with Tneobald In tJMo win over Missouri 
beating Masley, 332.10.312.325. Steele allowed many of his 
. "I think our strongest per- swimmers t9 go into events tbo.!y 
formaiiC'!S were from Mastey don't swim nom~ally. 
and Theobald in the diving and "We let them p!.-lr events they 
Dave Parker ~nd Mike Brown wanted to s-.. .m," Stt'ele said. 
in the distance freestyles," "It turned out to be s good meet 
Strele said. "Krug and Samples and it gave the guys a charw~ to 
had their best dual meets ever." swim in other evf'nts. Outside of 
Parker. coming off what that: the meet. was pretty 
Steele felt was an excellent rc,utme." 
De Paul remains 
in No. I ~ition 
Ry The AsHCialed Press 
De Paul's Ray Meyer and 
Maryland's Lefty Driesell have 
been playing a wailing gsme 
and it's finally starting to pay 
off- at least in The Associated 
Press college basketball poll . 
Meyer waited more than '¥1 
yPan to reach 11e No.1 spot, 
and now that he's there, it 
appears he's planning to stay 
for a while. 
Mever's unbeaten Blue 
l>emcins were tabbed No.1 on all 
59 ballots. 
Thomas chosen as top amateur 
By The Auaelaled Press 
Anything Kurt Thomas does, 
he does to win. Finishing 
second, he says, is like finishing 
last. 
"Winning is best," said the 23-
year-old gymnast, who last year 
became the first American to 
win an all-around medal in 
international competition. He 
added another first to his list of 
accomplishments Monday night 
as recipient of the Amateur 
Athletic Union's annual 
Sullivan Award as the nation's 
top amateur athlete. 
"This means a few things to 
me," the former iliCAA 
champion from Indiana State 
University said "First it's 
important to me because it is 
given in Indiana. and this is 
where my gymnastics really 
began. Another thing is that this 
is the most prestigious award 
given." 
Thomas, now an assistant 
coach at Arizona State 
t:niversity, beat out Renaldo 
Nehemiah. the world record 
holder in the high hurdles, and 
15-year-old Cynthia Woodhead, 
who set two world and nine 
Amerian urimming records in 
1979: in the voting for the 50th 
annual Sullivan Award. 
In addition to his own per-
sonal ach1evements, Thomas 
said he Sl'e5 the emergence of 
American gymnasts as serious 
contenders in international 
competition as a source of ''a lot 
of sattsfaction. 
"lt's definitely improved 
ovf'rall," he said. "We com-
pt>ted lin the world cham-
pionships at Fort Worth. Texas. 
in December 1 very well as a 
team. winning the bronze 
medal. And this is the first time 
we've had much depth." 
Thomas, an inten~oe per-
!~tionist, finished fourth in the 
World Cup meet in Tokyo in 
June, then was runner-up 10 the 
all-around to Russia's 
Aleksandr Ditiatin in the world 
championships. It was the 
highest finish ever for an 
American gymnast in the world 
championships. 
Thomas earned a gold medal 
in the horizontal bar. tied for 
another gold in the floor 
exercise. won a silver in the 
pommel horse and shared 
Cairo ranked 3rd in 0888 A 
By The Assoelaa.d Press 
Two Southern Illinois teams. 
Cairo and Benton. moved up in 
the Associated Press Class A 
Illinois high school basketbaU 
poll this week mainly becuase 
ranked teams were hit by a 
nock of losses recently. 
New Lenox Providence. the 
defending champion. managed 
to retain its hold as the No. 1 
team. 
The C~ltics were among 
seven rank.OO teams who were 
dealt defeats last week. an 
indication that a wide-open race 
is in the works for the Class A 
championship this year. 
Cairo moved up from fifth to 
third. and Benton inched up 
another notch to eighth. 
another silver in the parallel 
ban. 
Never satisfied with second 
place, Thomas said he 
nonetheless felt "really pleased 
with my competition. I hit 22 of 
22 routines without a major 
break." 
It was the second year in row 
Thomas had been nominated for 
the Sullivan Award. He finished 
third a year ago. behind 
swimmer Tracy Caulkins, the 
winner. and marathon runner 
BiU Rogers. 
"I didn't feel last year I had 
even a chance to win this 
award," Thomas said, "but I 
said if I nominated again I'll 
Ctlme back and try ;,gain, and if 
I didn't win it this year, I'd try 
again next year." 
Nehamiah, 20, of the 
University of Maryland, is 
ranked No. I in the world in the 
high hurdles. He won the AAU, 
NCAA and Pam American 
Games championships. 
Woodhead. of Riversdale. Cal., 
earned five gold medals in the 
Pam American Games in July. 
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a few' good~· ({Jir 
Being a Morine officer requires mony things. Total 
responsibility. Ability to give 100% to every 
challenge-every time .. Above oil, leadership; the 
single most critical ski!l sought after by on em· 
ployer--militory or civilian. If you have the poten- • 
tial. desire, toughness ond determination, we con 
moke you a leader. Not just while you're o Morine 
officer but for the rest of your life. See ·tour Morine 
Corps Programs RepresentativE·$ in the Stucient 
Centttr ot the River liolOms. Feb. 5-7 from I! o.m. to 
.. p.m. or coli (31 .. )263-581 .. collect. 
ThE Few. Tile PniUil. 'he Mannes. 
, Daydreants in ,muter 
<of s~~shine and· Cubs 
Syrnrmw romp."; 
l.ouiyr·iiiP~ lri."la. 
Nl/'1111" ···irtoriPS 
Rv The Assoc:ialed Pre!lll l('ontinaf'd from Pag• z~l 
And an t-ntire St>ason •" much 
of the samt>. The (. ubs 
traditionallv start off fast, hang 
on long enough _to tease the 
Windy City fans w1th the 1dea of 
a winner, then fade in August 
and Sf:'ptember like the !:l.m in 
the west. Thev't't' as dependable 
as a Swiss watch. 
Unfortunately for the pen-
nant-starvro fans, ttw. situation 
won't change .ext year unless 
the Cubs stc1rt shuffling some 
personnel. It should be obvious 
to General Manager Bob 
Kennedy and new Manager 
Preston Gomez that the Cubs 
wiU not win with the people they 
have. But tht>y shouldn't panic. 
because a complete overhaul is 
not necessary. 
A left-handed starter. a third 
baseman that can hit homf' runs 
and a catcher that Cl!!l keep his 
batting average above his 
weight would be a good start ~o 
moving the Cut>s out of the1r 
dogfight with the New Y ortt 
Mets for last place of the 
Eastern Division. And they may 
be aU the team needs. 
Alas. if the Cubs' brain trust 
does decit'e that they can be 
winners with what they've got, 
aU I can say is, let it snow. let it 
snow, let it snow. • 
·when they played la"t year. 
the S'Tacuse basketball team 
buried Siena by :'12 points. It 
wasn't as bad this time. The 
Orangemen "only" won by 35. 
"It was a good opportunity to 
give everyone a shot to play." 
said Syracuse Coach Jim 
Boeheim after Monday night's 
9!H4 rout. "It gave us a chance 
to work on our defense and 
positioning. and I thought we 
did a good job on our defense." 
''Roosevelt IBouiel makes 
such a difference against a 
team like Siena. Roosevelt 
dominates so much, they just 
give up. They can't handle 
him." 
SheeiJl fdls leadership role Last year's 144-92 Syracuse romp, which set several all-time school records, by the way, 
prompted a tongue-in-cheek 
"Beat Siena Week" on the 
Syracuse campus. The 
promotion of banners. chants 
and a sea of "Beat Sienna" T-
shirts came to Monday's game. 
tC•tiii•Pd ,,_ Pa&e %41 
"M.J. was ready to traosfr::, 
but I convinced her to stay when 
J got the job." Powers said. 
· She had been disappointed 
with some things in the 
program, but she was able to 
turn it around. She won three 
':'vents in the '!tate meet, whict: 
sbmulated her to continue." 
In meets this year, st.eets ·:1as 
turned in lifetime best time:; in 
three different events. 
"It's surprising that a 
swimmer can achieve times as 
good as hers w1thout tapering. 
Those tirites are excellent tor 
someone who's training hard." 
Powers ~id. "Were expecting 
great th;J11:s from her at the 
state mt>et •· 
Sheets began her swimming 
career with a country club at 
age 5 and m•ver took lessons. 
She is unsure what the future 
holds when the SIU season is 
over. 
"I haven't decided if I'll keep 
going. It depends on if I make it 
to the AlA W nationals or the 
AAU nationals." Sheets, a 
clothing and textiles majqr, 
said. "l'v~ thought about the 
Olympics, but it's a matter of 
getting the times down-" 
"Our only regret was that 
they were making a zoo out of 
the game," said Siena guard 
Rod Owens. "We took it very 
seriously. I think all the yelling 
and T -shirts got us psyched up a 
little more." 
Howe returns to Detroit 
for 23rd all-star game 
The victory by the nation's 
second-ranked team was one of 
four by Top Twenty clubs 
Monday night. In other action. 
No. 3 Louisville whipped 
Memphis State,88-60, No. 9 
Notre Dame trimmed Navy. fil-
S3. and No. 11 North Carolina 
stopped Yale, 85-74. 
The Irish played once again 
without forward Kelly Tripuka. 
who sat out his fourth stra1ght 
fame with a strained back. 
Also, Gilbert Salinas sat out 
with a sprained ankle. 
By Tbe AAoc:ia&ed Press 
They asked for "just ofte 
more autograph," and Gordie 
Howe obliged. They asked "just 
one more picture. Gordie, 
please," and he offered yet 
another wooden smile. perhaps 
his 200th Df the National Hocke, 
League AU-Star Banquet. 
)'or a moment. tht> crowrl 
around him abated. and Vaclav 
Ned<>manskv of the Df'·troit Red 
Wings walk~ up to tht> hockey 
lt>gend. The Czech-born center 
introduced his wife and said, 
"I've always enjoyed your city. 
Irs our home now." 
Howe do'-·sn't play here 
am·more, but he did for 25 in-
deScribable years. At Sl, a 
Hartford Whaler now, he 
returns not to "his" city as a 
member of the Prince of Wales 
Conft-reoce All-Stan; - his 23rd 
appearance in a game that has 
been played only nine times 
without him. . 
And, practiced now in this 
:t!'..nual speech. he says it still is 
a thrill. He stood at the 
microphone before the adoring 
audience at the banquet and 
said he'd like thank "a yool')g 
man named Scotty Bowman," a 
fellow five years Howe's junior 
and coach of the Wales squad 
that seeks its fifth consecutive 
victory tonight over the 
Clarence Cambell stars. 
Monday night, lf,·we made- a 
record appearance to go along 
with his record for All-Star 
goals 1101, assists t8l, total 
points and penalty minutes I 25). 
He'll play with Minnesota left 
wing Steve Payne and Boston 
center Jean Ratt-lle, at 39 the 
only other Wales star who was 
born when Howe made his first 
All-Star showing in 1948. 
Elsewhere, Michael Brooks 
scored a game-high 30 points to 
lead LaSalle over Lehigh, ~79: 
· Randy Smithson and Mike 
Jones teamed for 25 pomts to 
lead Wichita State over New 
Mexico State, 80-78. 
c.ooo;!YEAR 
Good things for your 
car 
•Import auto servic:e 
•Import tires 
•New and Used tires 
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SIU Student Tickets On Solei 
Students tickets for Thursday night's 
SIU-Droke basketball game ore now on 
sole at the SIU Athletic Ticket Office for 
only SO¢ with o paid fee statement. 
Come cheer the Solukis ond see the 
Bulldogs high-scoring Lewis Lloyd in action. 
SIU vs. Drake I 
(NOW SERVING) 
.......... INar 
Homemade Chill 
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~ 
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<C•tlaaed frum Page Zt• ' eek of trainin(l. took first 
The divers-Garry 1\fastey place in the 1.000 free while 
and Rick Theobald-finished 1•2 B_rown was S«ond, and Brown 
in the one-meter competition Dipped Parker by .2 seconds m 
and ther. reversed finishes in . the 500 free. 
the three-meter with Theobald In the win over Missouri. 
beating Mastey, 332.16-312.32S. St-:ele allowed . many of ills 
"I think our strongest per- SWimmers to go mto events U1ey 
formances were from Masley don't swim normally. 
and Theobald in the diving and "We let them pick events they 
Dave Par~er and 1\fike Brown wanted to swim," Steele said. 
in the _dls,t;&nt'e freestyles." "It t!Jrned out to be a good meet 
Steele 5:l'ld. Krug Hnd Sam~ and 1t _gave the guys a chance to 
had thetrbest dual m~1s ever. sw1m mother events. Outside of 
Parker, coming off what i.a",:.t, the meet was pretty 
Steele felt was an excellent routine." 
De Paul remains 
in No. I positk.n 
By The Assodated Press 
De Paul's Ray Meyer and 
Maryland's Lefty Driesell have 
been playing a wailing game 
and it's finally starting to pay 
off- at least in The Associated 
Press college basketball poll. 
Meyer waited more than '¥1 
years to reach the No.I spot. 
and now that he's there. it 
appears he's planning to stay 
for a while. 
Meyer's unbeaten Blue 
o.-~mons 'Nere tabbed No.I on all 
59 ballots. 
Thomas chosen as top am.ateur 
By The Assorlated Press 
Anything Kurt Thomas does. 
he does to win. Finishing 
second, he says, is like finishing 
last. 
"Winning is best," said the 23-
year-old gymnast, who la-;t year 
became the first American to 
win an all-around medal in 
international compelitic:n. He 
added another first to hi"$ list of 
accomplishments M~mrlay night 
as recipient of the Amateur 
Athletic Union's annual 
Sullivan Award as the nation's 
top amateur athlete. 
"This means a few things to 
me." the former NCAA 
champion from Indiana State 
University said "First it's 
important to me because it is 
given in Indiana, and this is 
where my gymnastit'S really 
began. Another thing is that this 
is the most prestigious award 
given." 
Thomas, now an a!'siatant 
!!each at Arizona State 
t:niversity, beat oat Renaldo 
Nehemiah, the world record 
holder in the high hurdles, and 
15-year-old Cynthia Woodhead, 
who set two world and nine 
Ameri;.an swim min~ records in 
1979: in the voting for the 50th 
annual Sullivan Award. 
In addition to his own per-
so;nal achievements, Thomas 
said he sees the emergence of 
American gymnasts as seriows 
contenders in international 
competition as a source of "a lot 
of sa~'<~fc.ction. 
"It'll definitely improved 
overall," he said. "We com-
peted lin the world cham-
pionships at Fort Worth, Texas. 
in Decemberl very well as a 
team, winning the bronze 
medal. And this is the first time 
we've harl much depth." 
Thomas, an intense per-
fectionist, finished fourth in the 
World Cup meet in Tokyo in 
June, lhen was runner-up m the 
all-around to Russia's 
Alebandr Ditiatin in the world 
championships. It was the 
highest finish ever for an 
American gymnast in the world 
chrmpionships. 
Thomas earned a gold medal 
in the horizontal bar. tied for 
another gold in the floor 
exercise, won a silver in the 
pommel horse and shared 
Cairo ranked 3rd in Class A 
By The Ass.iated Press 
Two Southern Illinois teams, 
Cairo and Benton, moved up in 
the Associated Press Class A 
Illinois high !H'hool basketball 
poll this week mainly becuase 
ran .. ed teams were hit by a 
flock •lf lcsses recently. 
N~ Lenox Providence, the 
defending champion, managed 
to retain its hold as the No. 
team. 
The Celtics were among 
seven ranked teams woo were 
dealt defeats last week, an 
indication that a wide-open race 
is in the works for the Class A 
championship this year. 
Cai."' moved up from fifth to 
third. and Benton inched up 
another notch to eighth. 
another silver in the parallel 
bars. 
Never satisfied with !;ecOnd 
place. Thomas said he 
nonethele&!l felt "really pleased 
with m} competition. I hit 22 of 
22 routines witOOut a major 
break." 
It was the second year in row 
Thomas had been nominated for 
the Sulllvan Award. He firushed 
third a year ago, behind 
swimmer Tracy Caulkins, the 
winner, and marathon runner 
Bill Rogers. 
"I didn't feel last year I had 
even a chance to win this 
=~ward," Thomas said, "but I 
said if I nominated again I'll 
come back and try again, and if 
I didn't win it this year, I'd try 
again next year." 
Nehamiah, 20. of the 
Unive:r..,ity of Maryland, is 
ranked No. l in the world in the 
high hurdles. He won the AAU, 
NCAA and Pam American 
Games championships. 
Woodhead. of Riversdale, Cal., 
earned five gold medals in the 
Pam American Games in July. 
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Thinking of 
a Great Sub? 
Think 
Booby's! 
Being a Morine officer requires many things. Total 
responsibility. Ability to give 100% to every 
challenge-every time. Above all, leadership; the 
single most uiticol skill sought after by on em-
ployer--military or civilian. If you hove the poten-
tial, desire, toughness and determination, we con 
make you o leader. Not just while you're a Morine 
c.fficer bt't for the rest of you: life. See your Marine 
Corps Programs Representatives in the Student 
Center at the River Rooms, Feb. 5-7 from 8 a.m. to 
~p.m. or call (314)263-581.4 collect. 
The few. The Proud. The Marines. 
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~,..·"'"high ",~.:~·&·~~;~~·.·!,~~:,.: 1 ,,r .... 
in 1a11fwn loa 
to unlwaten Ionu 
Bv Dave Kane 
siaff Writer 
After those nail-biting, 
heartbreaking, give-'til- you-
don't-have-anything-left losses, 
coaches inevitably look back 
and lcly, "if we had only ... " 
In last Saturday's 58-55 set-
back at the University of Iowa, 
the Saluki men's swimming 
team had enough almosts and 
just abouts to fill an entire 
season. However, SIU shook it 
off Sunday to defeat Missouri at 
Columbia. 61-52 to bring its duai 
meet record to 3-2. 
"The Iowa meet was our most 
emotional in three or four 
vears." Coach Bob Steele said. 
;,We did weU. but it's just a 
shame we couldn't tum two 
third-place finishes or one 
fourth-place into a second." 
The meet against the 6-0 
Hawkeves was that close. Bob 
Samples and Marty Krug tied 
for fourth place in the 100-yard 
freestyle in 46.8 seconds, .5 
away from Iowa's Bent Brask 
in third place and . 7 away from 
Matt Wood. who finished first 
for Jo"'a. But there were other 
events where split-seconds 
could have made the difference 
in the three-point setback. 
Staff photo by Brent Cramer 
Briaa aa-.lll leWM a I.Zs ea the stW rlap at last wc.:had's around, the S.l .. i: finished fifth in the six-team meet. 
llllaeia lntereollegiates. Although Babt'oelll won the all-
SIU's Kees Vervoom was 
nosed out of second place in the 
200 free by .3 by !owa's Bent 
Brask, and Samples was just .4 
behind first-place Jim MarshaU 
in the 50 free. 
Individuals overshadow team at gym meet 
Despite the freestyle 
nudgings. the Salukis got the 
bulk of their scoriFtll 121 points) 
from their freestylers-
something Steele didn't expect. 
"I thought our divers would 
calk."el out their relay strength 
and we'd outscore them in the 
stroke events." Steele said. 
"But it went just the opposite of = ~ext!'::Sti! :':£! ~~ 
scored 18). And llboiCht we'd 
score 16 or 17 in the frees (Stu 
scored 2H." 
IC•U.IIN H P•l~ Z:U 
Rick Klatt 
By Ell O.lherty 
S&aff Writer 
Individual performances 
overshadowed team play last 
Saturday when the men's 
gymnasticS team fmished fifth 
out of six teams at the IUinoi.s 
lnteftOileaiates in Champa~gn. 
"We did very well in-
dividuaUy ," Coach Bill Meade 
said, "and I was ~ with 
our team score, even though we 
fmished fifth. We scored a 255.9, 
and that is our highest so far 
score this year." 
Meade said Brian Babcock 
can be considered t!"~ best aU-
arounder in the state because of 
Winter daydream: 
Sunshine and the Cubs 
ne fire d sl-ly dyinlf. 
aad my dur. we're stilllfoed-lllyin'. 
11M aa la.,1 as Y• kwe me so, 
fetiiUIOW,fet it-•, let it ..... 
- Robert Goulet, .. Let it Snow" 
Yes folks, that is the little white stuff falling outside, and bet-
ween you and I, I really can't handle it. 
Give me a sunny, 8Cklegree day, a slight bree2e from tbe south-
west, a cup of Old Style and a bleacher ticll:et to Wrigley r ield and 
I'm in heavenly bliss. 
Yeah, that's right, I'm a Cub fan. Sometimes during these winter 
mornings, when I'm putting on an extra sweater and my gloves, I 
let myself slip bact into the SE'renity of summer and the right-field 
bleachers of the "friendly conrmes." 
I can almost see it~ There's two outs in the top of the ninth and 
the Cubs are aht!ad 3-2, but the bases are loaded with Pittsburgh 
Pirates. f'orluJ'ately for the hometown fans, Bruce Sutter, tile 
National League's toughest fireman, is on the mound. 
Sutter winds up and lets loose one of his patented, drop-off-the-
end-of-the-table split-fingered fastballs. Willie Stargell, the 
Pirates' grand old man. reaches over the outside corner and 
propelF the ball high into the air toward the right-field corner. 
Scot Thorr.pson, the Cubs' talented rookie outfielder, fades over, 
lifts up his arms almost casually and just when the baD s~d 
enter hiF glove, I smile to myself and start off for another day m 
the slush. . 
1 guess I'm reluctant to let myself see the end of my daydream 
because, as a Cub fan. I've seen it all too often. 
As Thompson fades into the comer, the sun gets into his eyes, the 
ball falls to the ground behind him. three Pirates score and the 
Cubs lose the game, 5-3. It's the way Cub fans are socialized. 
They've bff.n told that's the way it's meant to be. . 
1C011tin• .. 011 Pagt Z!' 
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his score in the all-around. 
Babcock finished first in the all-
around competition. 
Babcock finished second in 
the Door exercise with a 9.4. and 
he placed sixth on the pommel 
horse with an 8.85. Also, Bab-
cock fmished second on the 
parauel bars with a 9.3. and an 
8.9 on the high bar earned him 
fifth place. fie also was SI'J's 
best performer on the rings with 
9.25 for fifth piKe. 
"Because of the way we 
performed at the meet, I think 
we have five gymnasts who 
could possibly make the 
nationals," Meade said ... Brian 
and Dave ISchieble) definitely 
will make it. !Warren) Bran-
tley. 1 Randy) Bettis and tBob) 
Barut all are et>ming along very 
weD and have good chances to 
make it." 
Randy Bettis was the Salukis' 
only first-place finisher in an 
individual evt!flt. He won the 
Door exercise .::th a 9.5, edging 
out Babcock and Northern 
Illinois' Mark Goodson, hoth 
=t~or ~laruthil~ 9.~ 
vaulting with a 9.35. 
Schieble earned his highest 
scoreuf the year on the pommel 
horse, but his 9.65 was good only 
for third place behind Butch 
Zunich and Dave Stoldt of 
Illinois. Zunich was first with a 
9.85 ana Stoldt was second with 
a 9.8. 
Warren Brantley finished 
fourth on the high bar.-: th a 9.1 
and Dave Hoffman finished 
sixth in vaulting with a 9.275. 
Keith Rink also placed in the top 
10 of an event, finishing ninth on 
the rings with an 8.2. 
NIU - the meet with a 
265.65. Illinois was second, 
264.05. Jlianois-Chicago Circle 
was third, 262.35, Illinois State 
was fourth, 257.25, SIU was 
fifth, 255.9. 
Lady tanker fills leadership role 
By Rod Smith 
Staff Writer 
Athletes in their senior year 
carry many responsibilities 
with them. With three years of 
college experience behind 
them. they are expected to turn 
in consistent performances. 
A senior is a team leader. and 
an influence on the team 
through performance and at-
titude. When a senior is a co-
captain, the added respon-
sibilities include being a 
problen1 solver. team 
represertative and friend. 
The sm women's swimming 
team has an athlete wbo wears 
the role ol senior and co-captain 
well-Mary Jane Sheets. · 
Shee~. a native of St. Louis, has 
been a high point !ICOftl" in 
meets f(;r the past two years 
and is enjoying her final season 
of collegiate competition more 
titan any other. 
·'Of aU my years down here. 
liM has been the best one," 
lt-ts said. "The Mexico trip 
made it aU worthwhile. It was "We try to keep the team 
such a great learning ex- together and keep the morale 
perience on an international up. Everyone really helps in 
level." that respect," Sheets said. 
Sheets has been a leatf.e· by "Because we have such a small 
example. as she has won con- team, the problems we've had 
secutive IAIAW state titles in are magnified, but it brings us 
the 100-yard and 200-yard that much closer. Rick <Coach 
backstrokes and 200-yard Powers) has handled us real 
butterfly. She is the school well, and the team has been 
record holder in the 100- and 200- great." 
backstrokes, and is a member "M .J .. " as she is called by her 
of the 400 and 800 free relay teammates. came to SIU after 
teams, and 200 and 400 medley competing with the Sugar Creek 
relay teams wbieh hold school Swim Club. She knew SIU men's 
records. Coach Bob Steele and some or 
Sheets qualified for AIAW his athletes from amateur 
championships the past two meets. When Joyce Craven. her 
years and is hoph. ; to qualify first coach at SIU. left. she 
for this year's nat.onals, to be almost transferred to Missouri. 
held at Las Veps. Nev. After talking v·ith Women's 
"Carol Lauchner has thebest Athletic Director Charlotte 
chance. but I ~ to make it in Waot and hearin~ that Powers 
the butterfly, and three relay would be hired as coach, she 
teams have done really good decided to stay. 
and !Jhould make it," she said. Power:; feels that Sheets 
Sheets said that being a co- improved herself by staying at 
captain has been made euier . SIU. 
by her 11 teammates. <C•tilla .. •• Pag~ zz• 
Sports to have letters section 
theDo J:.'::tt;at!:k~t!f.n::'m ~ 
problems? The athletics 
departments? Title IX ? The 
Daily Egyptian's sports 
coverage? · 
If you do, you 'II have a chance 
to get them printed in the sports 
section of the Daily Egyptian. 
Next Wednesday. the DE sport.~ 
starr will print letters from the 
readers to the sports editor. 
Guidelines for letters: They 
· ·nnBt be typewritten and double-· 
Spac:ecf, and should not exceed 
250 words. All letters will be 
subject to edit' . and those 
which the sports ':Sitor fee:'!! are 
libelous or m poor taste will oot 
bf. published. All letters must be 
signed by the authors. Students 
must include class and major. 
In order to be published next 
week, aU letters must be in by 
no later than ne::t Tuesday. 
_ In addition to these guide-
lines, all letters m1111t deal witb 
local topics, with the temporarv 
exception of the Olympac 
Games issue. 
Address all letters to: Sports 
editor, Daily Egyptian, Room 
1247. Communications building. 
Or bring them directly to the 
sports editor. 
If sufficient interest U. sOOwl1 
in it, t~ :etters to the sports 
emior section will become a 
regular weekly feature ol the 
Daily Egyptian sports. 
